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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES.
The Village of Roselle (Village) retained HR Green Inc. (HR Green) to conduct a staffing and
organizational review of the Public Works Department and Inspection Services. The purpose of
this study is to identify ways the Village can increase its operational efficiency while also
adopting practices that lead to improved effectiveness and reduced costs. This report will help
guide the Village in making decisions pertaining to possible staffing realignment and
improvements in operation policy within the Public Works Department and Inspection Services
areas.
HR Green conducted the study from June through September 2013. The project included an
evaluation of current practices, the organizational structure, and opportunities for efficiencies in
processes and resource utilization.
The Public Works Department assessment:


Analyzed workflows, procedures, and department operations to determine the current
performance of the services provided to both internal and external customers.



Identified key strengths of the department and specific opportunities for cost reductions,
efficiencies, and organizational structure changes.



Evaluated overall department structure, supervisor and staffing levels, and department
scheduling to determine:
o
o
o
o

Workload optimization (operational efficiencies)
Span of control
Alignment of divisional employees
Provisioning of engineering services



Developed a plan
recommendations.



Provided recommendations for the qualifications of a new Director of Public Works.

and

corresponding

implementation

strategy

for

identified

The Inspection Services assessment:


Evaluated current code inspection, code enforcement, and plan review services within
Fire, Public Works and Community Development Departments.
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Evaluated services to determine if code inspection and enforcement and plan review
practices are similar enough to group within the Community Development Department.



Identified the staffing structure necessary to consolidate the services within the
Community Development Department.



Evaluated the current approach of utilizing primarily part-time and contractual inspectors.



Evaluated the leveraging of technology for operational improvement.
o Automate current over the counter permit transactions.
o Create a centralized database for property and zoning code enforcement.
o Automate in-field inspections.



Developed a plan
recommendations.

and

corresponding

implementation

strategy

for

identified

2. METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT APPROACH.
The following outlines HR Green’s methodology and approach used in completing this report:


Obtained background information from Village staff. Requested materials focused on
current practices and the organizational structure of Village Departments included within
the study. Documents comprised of the following: staff job descriptions, organizational
charts, previous consultant reports, department/division policies and procedures, annual
reports, an inventory of Village equipment, Village forms, and current/past budgets, etc.



Provided the Department of Public Works management with the HR Green Public Works
Service Delivery Survey. The document asked the department to identify services it
provides following generally-accepted categories of Public Works services. It also asked
to clarify whether in-house personnel or contracted vendors provide the given service.
The survey provided the study team with a ―snap shot‖ of services provided by the
Village.



Attended a kick-off meeting with Village staff on June 26, 2013 to review the scope of
work, discuss expectations of staff to provide support and information, address project
scheduling, and highlight other details concerning the project.



Conducted interviews with Village staff to gain insight on the operations for various
municipal services. The internal interviews comprised of line staff and management
personnel (e.g. Division Superintendents and Department Heads) representing the
Public Works, Community Development, Police, and Fire Departments.
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Conducted interviews with key community stakeholders in order to gain a better
appreciation for resident satisfaction for a given service delivery. External interviews
consisted of elected officials and community residents identified by the Village.

The approach specified above allowed HR Green to summarize current service deliveries and
develop recommendations for improvements based on best practices. It also provided the study
team information needed to review the design of the organizational structure and analyze span
of control (supervisory relationships) throughout the studied departments. The two sets of
interviews conducted during the study with Public Works employees and knowledgeable
community stakeholders provided a useful critique that helped raise questions for further
assessment. The report results in a series of recommendations relating to potential staffing realignment and operational and policies recommendations.
Much of the data gathered during this study is qualitative rather than quantitative. What does
this mean and why is it important? Progressive public service operations regularly collect
performance data that provides for quantifiable comparisons of work completed and the costs of
the associated work. The adage “If you can’t measure it… you can’t manage it” holds true in
public service organization as well as the private sector. By comparison, Public Safety
organizations have been documenting and recording quantifiable performance metrics for years.
Admittedly, some of this has come about due to legal reporting and liability adverse nature of
this work. For instance, most municipal police departments can readily report and substantiate
with documentation the departments “call response time” or the department “crime clearance
rate”. Public Works Departments have historically not done as good a job of documenting and
measuring work output as those in Public Safety industry. The Village currently lacks
established methods of quantifying many of the public works services it provides. This is not
unique to Roselle. However, developing a system to track and gather measurable outcomes
should be a priority goal in the future. Code enforcement, plan reviews, and Fire Marshal
Inspection documentation fared better than Public Works in this regard. This is also
understandable in that most of these functions result in the production of a document or
actionable item (citation, warning, permit etc.). However, the Village’s Inspection Services
would benefit from an automated data collection and processing system that would help
improve efficiencies while providing a powerful management tool for these functions. Without
established and documented performance data, HR Green has relied on qualitative feedback
gathered from varying perspectives to help gauge the quality of work and overall outcomes of a
service.
It is important to note that the Public Works Department has been operating in a modified
organizational structure over the past several months. The Village currently has temporary
employees serving in the capacity of an interim Director of Public Works and an interim
Assistant to the Director of Public Works. The Assistant to the Director of Public Works is a new
position in the department. Additionally, the Superintendent of the Buildings/Fleet Division has
also assumed the additional management responsibility of the Street Division in the absence of
a Street Superintendent. Although there are definitely observed benefits from this interim
organizational model, the department is still in a state of ―transition‖. Discussion focused
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primarily on the prior department staffing model throughout the study. HR Green based its
conclusions and recommendations on changes to the prior organizational model rather than the
interim organizational model currently in place. However, it is significant to note that many of
the study participants acknowledged a marked improvement in certain aspects of the Public
Works Department operation since the implementation of the interim organizational model.
The Interview Process –
HR Green conducted in-person and phone interviews with internal staff and key external
stakeholders identified by the Village between July and August 20131. This exercise allowed
HR Green to gain a better understanding of department operations and the Village’s delivery of
services by gathering thoughts and opinions from a variety of perspectives. The thoughts
generated by these interviews provided helpful and insightful information that also prompted
further evaluation. HR Green conducted all interviews under the premise that individual
responses would remain confidential. This is an important caveat as it likely generated a more
open and frank discussion with the interviewees. HR Green used the comments in conjunction
with other information in the development of this report.
Internal interviews comprised of line staff and management personnel (e.g. Division Supervisors
and Department Heads) representing the Public Works, Community Development, Finance,
Police, and Fire Departments as well as Village Administration. These individuals provided an
―As Is‖ or ―Legacy‖ assessment of the operations for various municipal services. The study
team also conducted external interviews with community stakeholders (e.g. elected officials and
residents). The latter interviews helped HR Green measure the outward satisfaction with a
given service delivery. Although not intended to be a comprehensive service satisfaction
survey, the external interviews provided valuable reference information from a knowable subset
in the community.
HR Green conducted a total of twenty internal interviews and seven external interviews. The
table below summarizes the respondents:
Respondent Type
Internal Interview Respondents
External Interview Respondents

Number
20
7

Percentage of Total
74%
26%

1

HR Green conducted all interviews under the premise that individual responses would remain confidential. Further, the study team
has summarized the responses in this report meaning they are not direct dictations.
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Interview Respondent Type

26%
Internal
74%

External

Respondent Description
Public Works Department
Community Development Department
Finance Department
Fire Department
Police Department
Elected Officials
General Community Member
Park District

Number
13
1
2
1
3
5
1
1

Percentage of Total
48.1%
3.7%
7.4%
3.7%
11.1%
18.5%
3.7%
3.7%

Respondent Description
3.7%

7.4%

3.7%

Public Works Department

11.1%

18.5%

Community Development
Department
Finance Department
Fire Department
Police Department
Elected Officials

48.1%

3.7%
3.7%

General Community Member
Parks District
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The Internal Interview Survey primarily consisted of questions requiring simple ―yes‖ or ―no‖
answers; however, HR Green prompted employees to expand their responses when
appropriate. This included requesting feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of a given
department and a forum for the employee to make suggestions on ways to improve
department/division operations. Internal interviews covered a range of topics that included the
following categories:







organizational structure
management
planning and goal setting
quality of services provided
communications
coordination








workload staffing
work environment
tools and equipment
technology
safety
training

The External Interview Survey asked interviewees to rate various Village services on a scale of
1 to 10 (1=poor and 10=excellent). Similar to interviews with Village staff, the external key
stakeholders also commented on strengths and weaknesses of the Village’s Public Works
Department and Inspection Services. External interviews covered a range of topics including
the following subject areas:







roadway maintenance program
snow removal operations
building and ground maintenance
parkway/roadway maintenance
engineering reviews
overall responsiveness and
timeliness of inspection services








water and wastewater utilities
fleet maintenance
code inspection and enforcement
building plan reviews
Fire Marshal
overall attention to detail and
accuracy in inspection services
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
This section summarizes the study team’s findings and analysis. It also offers direction through
specific recommendations that will, once implemented, result in a more responsive and efficient
delivery of services to Village residents. The following tables outline staffing alignment and
operations and policy charges designed to guide Village leaders through the process.
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11..
12.
13,
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Organizational Structure - Staffing Alignment Recommendations
Add preference of Illinois Professional Engineer (P.E.) registration criteria for Director of
Public Works
Create a permanent Assistant to the Director of Public Works position to assist with
administrative functions.
Consolidate the Streets and the Fleet/Buildings Divisions under the supervision of a
single Superintendent.
Maintain the Fire Marshal position within the Fire Department.
Expand the Building Maintainer position to provide additional services. Expand
mechanical preventative maintenance and service contracts.
Consideration of future consolidation of Water and Wastewater Divisions into Utility
Division
Develop a written Comprehensive Public Works Maintenance plan.
Develop Public Works Policies and Procedures manual for maintenance activities.
Develop methods for organizing and scheduling work.
Implement an electronic work order system to streamline work planning, assignments,
and performance measurement data collection.
Automate Building Permit and Inspectional Services.
Improve communications with Public Works Department line staff addressing
department goals, work plans, and general ―current event‖ information.
Establish a regular Public Works Department Management meeting to better coordinate
work between the divisions, update Superintendents on news and timely priorities,
monitor work plan progress, and evaluate departmental performance metrics.
Develop Comprehensive Snow Removal and Ice Control Policies and Procedures.
Conduct regularly-scheduled performance evaluations of the Public Works Department
management team.
Improve communications with other departments (i.e. Police and Fire).
Formalize bidding/service authorization request policy.
Develop succession plan for key Public Works Department personnel.
Consider revisions to rotating call out schedule process.
Improve reporting of Code Enforcement activities.
Develop in-house staff with Certified Floodplain Manager (C.F.M.) certification
Develop a Public Works Performance- Based Management system

Chapter 5 provides a more in-depth explanation of each recommendation while also providing a
plan and corresponding strategy for achievement.
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CHAPTER 2 – BACKGROUND
1. COMMUNITY BACKGROUND.
The Village of Roselle, Illinois is a non-home rule community of 22,7632 that incorporated in
1922. Roselle is located along the Elgin-O’Hare Expressway approximately 35 miles northwest
of the City of Chicago. The Village encompasses an area of 5.48 square miles amid DuPage
and Cook Counties.
Roselle is a predominately ―built-out‖ bedroom community with a well-maintained housing stock.
Concentrated areas of commercial activity include a vibrant central business district and the
highly-traveled Lake Street, Irving Park, and Nerge Road corridors.
Light industrial
development is primarily clustered within the Roselle Commerce Center off Central Avenue.
Roselle is also well-connected to the regional transportation network. This includes easy
access to four major interstate highways (I-90, I-290, I-294, and I-355), O’Hare International
Airport, and various rail systems. The Village operates a Metra Station on the Milwaukee
District/West Line (MD-W) that links commuters to Elgin and downtown Chicago.
Village residents enjoy a relatively high standard of living. Elevated incomes and educational
attainment levels, as well as low poverty and unemployment rates, characterize the area.
Nearly 98% of those aged 25 or older have a high school diploma while approximately 42%
have a Bachelor’s degree3. Roselle’s median household income is $81,752 which far exceeds
comparative figures for the State of Illinois ($56,576) and the United States ($52,762)4. The
percent of individuals living below the poverty line (3.0%) is less than one-fourth of the state’s
poverty rate (13.1%)5. Joblessness rates are also traditionally lower when compared to the
DuPage and Cook Counties as a whole and the Chicago-Joliet-Naperville, IL Metropolitan
Division metropolitan statistical area (MSA).
The Village operates under a Mayor/Council form government with an appointed Village
Administrator. The Mayor and Board of Trustees are responsible for legislative functions such
as passing ordinances, establishing policies, adopting a budget, appointing committees, and
appointing employees including the Village Administrator, Police Chief, and Fire Chief. The
Mayor and the six Trustees serve in staggered four-year terms. The Village Administrator
carries out the policies and ordinances of the Village Board, oversees day-to-day operations,
and appoints all employees of the Village (excluding sworn public safety employees). The
Village Administrator is also responsible for the preparation and administration of the annual
budget, human resource and employee benefits administration, Village board and committee
meeting agendas, labor relations and collective bargaining agreements, solid waste and
recycling contracts, risk management and claims management, computer network
2

2010 U.S. Census
2007-2011 American Community Survey
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
3
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administration, utility and cable franchise agreements, intergovernmental relations, community
outreach, and special events/programs.
Roselle is a full-service community that offers police protection, fire protection, ambulance
service, water and sewer utilities, building planning and zoning, construction and maintenance
of streets and other infrastructure, and general administrative services to its residents. The
Village divides its internal operations into the Village Administrator’s Office, Community
Development Department, Finance Department, Fire Department, Police Department, and
Public Works Department. The organizational chart below highlights the Village’s operations
hierarchy.

2. VILLAGE-WIDE STAFFING LEVELS.
The Village budgeted for 93 full-time and 51 part-time employees, respectively, in Fiscal Year
2013. These figures represent a 18% reduction in the number of full-time employees and a
decrease of 9% of the Village’s total workforce when compared to staffing levels just five years
ago. The following Staffing Levels Summary Chart6 reflects the authorized annual staffing levels
2009 through 2013.
6

Authorized strength by Ordinance
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VILLAGE-WIDE STAFFING LEVEL SUMMARY CHART 2009 - 2013

Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

General
Village
FT
PT
10
9
11
9
14
10
15
8
15
8

Police
Department
FT
PT
41
6
41
6
44
7
42
8
53
3

Fire
Department
FT
PT
15
31
15
31
15
31
16
30
16
30

Public
Works
FT
PT
27
5
27
5
27
4
28
5
29
5

Total
FT
93
95
98
102
113

PT
51
51
52
50
46

Grand
Total
144
146
150
152
159
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CHAPTER 3 – PUBLIC WORKS
1. SUMMARY OF CURRENT SERVICES AND DELIVERIES.
The Village provides a full range of traditional Public Works services for the residents of Roselle.
The majority of these services are provided by Village employees however, the Village also
uses contractors to supplement its service delivery efforts (see Public Works Service Delivery
Section below). When contractors are used, the Public Works Department assumes the
additional role of contract manager acting to assure these services are delivered properly. The
following is a general description of the Public Works services provided by the Village:

















Maintenance of streets including repairs, ice control, and snow removal
Preparation of plans and construction supervision of street, water, sewer, and storm
water improvement projects
Maintenance of all Village vehicles and pieces of equipment
Oversight in the maintenance and repair of Village facilities
Engineering review of development proposals
Maintenance of wetland, storm water detention and retention areas, storm sewers, and
related structures
Maintenance of public property and public right-of-way
Preparing for and cleaning up after special events
Maintenance of downtown’s aesthetic quality
Maintenance of parkway trees
Overseeing the Emerald Ash Borer program and the brush pickup program
Providing a safe and reliable supply of water and fire flow to service accounts
Maintenance of water mains, fire hydrants, system valves, and emergency connections
Responsible for the water supply related operation and maintenance of pressure
adjusting stations, a booster station, and storage tanks
Operation and maintenance of wastewater reclamation facilities, sewer mains, and lift
stations
Develops proposal requests, manages contract performance and oversight of numerous
Public Works contracts.

Public Works Service Delivery Survey
Village officials completed HR Green’s Public Works Service Delivery Survey as part of this
study. The document lists 124 common Public Works services sorted in the following
categories: streets maintenance, drainage maintenance, winter maintenance, roadside
maintenance, traffic maintenance, emergency maintenance, street light maintenance, ground
maintenance, building maintenance (interior and exterior), fleet services, water, and wastewater
and asks whether or not the Village provides the services. Answers marked ―Yes‖ indicates the
Village provides the service, the ―Con‖ box indicates that a private contractor or other agency
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provides the service on behalf of the Village7, and the ―No‖ box indicates the Village does not
provide the service. Roselle provides 119 of the 124 listed services in the survey. The Village
provides 56 of these services ―in-house‖, 10 exclusively by contractors, and 53 in a shared
capacity. Notable services provided exclusively by contract include the following: pavement
cleaning, crack sealing, seal coating, asphalt overlays, pavement striping, traffic signal
maintenance, and trash pickup. A notable service not provided by the Village is hydrant flushing.
Appendix C is a copy of the completed survey.
2. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT STAFFING OVERVIEW.
The Public Works Department consists of a Public Works Director, four divisions
(Fleet/Buildings, Streets, Water, and Wastewater), a civil engineer, an engineering technician,
and an Administrative Assistant. There are presently 27 full-time and five part-time authorized
positions within the department. Budget cuts eliminated a Village Engineer in 2011, a Lead
Water Operator in 2010, and a Street Maintenance Worker in 2009. The departments
authorized full-time workforce has been reduced by 10% over the last five years...
The Village presently has two vacant managerial positions including the Director of Public
Works and the Streets Division Superintendent. The Village utilized GovTempsUSA, a
government focused staffing firm that specializes in placing professionals in temporary
assignments in local governments to provide the Village with an interim Public Works Director
and an interim Assistant to the Public Works Director. The Village contracted the interim
Director of Public Works and the interim Assistant to the Director of Public Works to provide
services for 24 and 40 hours per week, respectively, from March 30, 2013 through March 30,
2014. The Fleet/Buildings Superintendent assumed temporary responsibility of the Street
Division in March of 2013. The organizational chart below depicts the department’s legacy
organizational structure.

7

A listing of the third party contracts is included in Appendix D.
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3. JOB DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC WORKS MANAGEMENT TEAM.
The subsequent section provides information on key management positions and divisions within
the department. This includes organization charts, respective spans of control, an overview of
staff roles and responsibilities, and a summary of operations as applicable.
A. Director of Public Works
This position involves contract administration for service deliveries, overseeing capital
improvement programs, and all other operational, organizational, and management duties
associated with the Village’s Public Works Department.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions reporting to the Director of
Public Works:
Director of
Public Works
(1)

Fleet/Buildings
Superintendent
(1)

Street
Superintendent
(1)

Wastewater
Superintendent
(1)

Water
Superintendent
(1)

Engineer
(1)

Admin. Asst.
(1)
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(2) Span of Control
The Public Works Director is responsible for four Division Superintendents, one Engineer, and
one Administrative Assistant. Ratio: 6:1
(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Public Works
Director

Roles and Responsibilities
This position involves the direction, organization and management of the Village’s
Public Works Department. Responsibilities include planning, organizing, directing and
coordinating the activities of the Department's Street Maintenance, Wastewater
Collection and Treatment, Water Distribution, Municipal Building and Fleet
Maintenance, and Engineering functions.

B. Fleet/Buildings Division
The Fleet/Buildings Division is responsible for maintaining the Village's entire fleet of automotive
and construction equipment including 80 cars, trucks, loaders, generators, compressors,
mowers, fire engines, and ambulances while also providing oversight to the maintenance and
repairs of Village facilities including 21 buildings, 3 sheds, 3 water storage tanks, 2 wastewater
treatment plants, 1 salt dome, and the train station. The Fleet/Buildings Division consists of a
Superintendent, two Equipment Mechanics, and one part-time Building Maintainer.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions reporting to the Fleet/Building
Superintendent:
:
Fleet/Buildings
Superintendent
(1)

Equipment
Mechanic
(2)

(2) Span of Control
The Fleet/Buildings Superintendent is responsible for two Equipment Mechanics and the parttime Building Maintainer. Ratio: 2:18

8

Span of Control based on Full Time authorized positions.
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(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Fleet/Buildings
Superintendent

Equipment
Mechanic

Part-time
Building
Maintainer

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes technical, supervisory, and management work involving the
maintenance and repair of the Village’s fleet and overseeing contractual services that
pertain to maintenance and capital improvements of Village buildings.
Responsibilities include overseeing the activities of several skilled workers in the Fleet
Division of the Public Works Department and a variety of outside contractors in the
area of building maintenance and recommending, to the Public Works Director,
improved methods and procedures for more efficient fleet services operations as well
as recommendations regarding related staffing requirements. Building Maintenance
responsibilities include the review of contractual services and the coordination of
contractual building maintenance services and capital improvements for all Village
buildings.
Position includes skilled, journey level work in the maintenance and repair of all
Village gasoline and diesel powered automotive and construction vehicles/equipment,
and related devices. Work involves the performance of skilled tasks in the mechanical
repair of automobiles, light and heavy duty trucks, and construction equipment such
as: backhoes, graders, front end loaders, street sweepers, sewer jet trucks, etc. May
occasionally serve as a lead worker over several Maintenance Workers on the repair
(or preventive maintenance) of individual pieces of equipment.
This part-time position provides handyman and limited janitorial services on an as
needed basis. Works limited number of hours annually. The individual has limited
availability and most likely would not be available to work beyond a fix number of
hours per week.

C. Streets Division
The Streets Division is responsible for maintaining Village streets, sidewalks, curbs, storm
sewers, ditches, parkway trees, signs, and street lights. The division also prepares and cleans
up after special events (Rose Parade, Taste of Roselle, etc.), oversees the Emerald Ash Borer
program, and helps maintain the aesthetic quality of the downtown area. The division maintains
72 lane miles of streets including street sweeping and flushing, debris removal, snow and ice
removal, pothole patching, etc. The Streets Division consists of a Superintendent, one Lead
Worker, five Street Maintenance Workers, and two part-time Seasonal Workers.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions reporting to the Street
Superintendent:
:
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Street
Superintendent
(1)

Lead Worker
(1)

Street Maintenance
Worker
(5)

(2) Span of Control
The Streets Superintendent is responsible for one Lead Worker, five Street Maintenance
Workers, and two part-time Seasonal Workers. Ratio: 6:19- however, from time to time, the
Lead Worker provides field work supervision to the Street Maintenance and two part-time
Seasonal Workers.
(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Streets
Superintendent

Lead Worker

Street
Maintenance
Worker
Part-Time
Seasonal
Worker

9

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes supervisory and management work directing the maintenance and
repair of right-of-way components, including the installation and minor construction of
municipal streets, curbs, storm drainage facilities, repairs to street lights, tree
services, and street sign and landscape maintenance (mowing and watering).
Responsibilities include overseeing the activities of a group of semi-skilled workers in
a variety of street maintenance and repair functions; Manages in-house snow removal
and ice control program; supervises snow control done by contractors. Recommends
improved methods and procedures for more efficient street system maintenance
operations, as well as recommendations regarding Streets Division staffing
requirements, to the Public Works Director.
Position includes responsible skilled trades and lead work along with directing the
maintenance and repair of municipal streets, curb, gutter, and storm water drainage
facilities, and in street sweeping, tree trimming, and brush pickup activities,. Operates
plow/salt truck to control snow and ice. Exercises considerable on-site independence
in determining how to accomplish assigned tasks and is responsible and accountable
for efficient assignment of workers and use of resources. Work involves participating
and overseeing the activities of a group of unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled workers
in a variety of maintenance and forestry functions. Work may also include minor
maintenance of buildings, and other public amenities.
Position includes semi-skilled labor and operation of equipment and vehicles to
perform tasks in the maintenance, repair and construction of Village Public Works
and/or water/sewer facilities and property. Operates plow/salt truck to control snow
and ice.
Position includes completing a variety of tasks within in smaller projects on an asneeded basis (e.g. mowing grass, dead animal pickup, setting up for special events,
etc.).

Span of Control based on Full Time authorized positions
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D. Wastewater Division
The Wastewater Division is responsible for the operation of the Village's wastewater treatment
facilities including two treatment plants, 11 lift stations, approximately 70 miles of storm sewer,
and approximately 90 miles of sanitary sewer. The Devlin facility is 2.0 million gallons per day
(MGD) activated sludge facility with separate sludge digestion. The facility also includes sand
filtration as tertiary treatment, a sludge press for sludge dewatering and a 3.5 million gallon
capacity excess flow facility. The Botterman facility is a 1.4 MGD Oxidation ditch facility with
separate sludge digestion. The facility includes a sludge press for sludge dewatering and a
sludge storage area for sludge handling for both facilities. The Wastewater Division consists of
a Superintendent, two Lead Operators, one Lab Technician, and five Wastewater Operators.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions reporting to the Wastewater
Superintendent:
Wastewater
Superintendent
(1)

Lead Operator
(2)

Lab Technician
(1)

Wastewater Operator
(5)

(2) Span of Control
The Wastewater Superintendent is responsible for two Lead Operators, one Lab Technician,
and five Wastewater Operators. Ratio: 8:1- however, two Lead Operators provide guidance
and direction to the five Wastewater Operators.
(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Wastewater
Superintendent

Lead Operator

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes technical, managerial, and supervisory work involving the
operation and maintenance of the Village's two Wastewater Treatment Plant
facilities and collection system, including ten lift stations. Responsibilities
include the supervision of the operation of the Village's treatment plants,
collection system, laboratory facilities, and the disposal of biosolids; supervises
the work of subordinate treatment plant operators and laboratory technicians
engaged in the operation, maintenance, and mechanical repairs of two
municipal wastewater treatment plants and collection system. Duties include
recommending improved methods and procedures for more efficient
operations, as well as recommendations regarding division staffing
requirements, to the Public Works Director.
Position includes technical and lead work in the operation and maintenance of
the Village's two wastewater treatment plants. Work involves providing lead
work direction in the operation of the Village's treatment plants and laboratory
facilities. Oversees the work of subordinate treatment plant operators engaged
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Lab Technician

Wastewater Operator

in the operation, maintenance and mechanical repairs of a medium sized and a
small wastewater treatment plant. Duties include recommending improved
methods and procedures for more efficient plant operations, as well as
recommendations regarding plant staffing requirements, to the Wastewater
Superintendent. Work also entails personal participation in plant operations
including the repair of various pumps and motors and the implementation of a
preventative maintenance program.
Position includes technical work in the conduct, operation, maintenance and
reporting of wastewater treatment laboratory test results in accordance with
EPA standards to help ensure the Village does not pollute receiving stream
waters with its waste water effluent. Responsible for the operation and
maintenance of laboratory equipment used in the daily monitoring of
wastewater samples. Position is of a technical nature which requires analytical
ability and technical training. Works independently, conducting many routine
tests daily, however, such tests require considerable attention to detail to
ensure absolute accuracy in testing and in reporting results.
Position includes the performance of semi-skilled technical and physical work
in the operation and maintenance of equipment and vehicles to perform tasks
in the Village’s two Wastewater Treatment Plant facilities and collection system
including ten lift stations. Work consists of the operation, maintenance, repair
of the Village wastewater plants and collection system including plant
operations and the repair of various pumps and motors and the implementation
of a preventative maintenance program. Keeps records and prepares reports
as required by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and the Village to
ensure that Clean Water Act and other regulatory agencies standards are
being met.

E. Water Division
The Water Division is responsible for the management and operation of the Village’s water
distribution system. The includes maintaining approximately 110 miles of water mains with
1,300 fire hydrants, 1,350 system valves, and two emergency connections with Hanover Park
and Schaumburg. The system consists of three pressure adjusting stations, one booster
station, and three storage tanks. The Water Division consists of a Superintendent, two Lead
Operators, and a Water Operator.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions reporting to the Water
Superintendent:
Water
Superintendent
(1)

Lead Operator
(2)

Water Operator
(1)
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(2) Span of Control
The Water Superintendent is responsible for two Lead Operators and one Water Operator10.
Ratio: 3:1- however, two Lead Operators provide guidance and direction to the Water Operator
and can perform work independently on occasion.
(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Roles and Responsibilities
Water Superintendent Position includes technical, managerial and supervisory work involving the

Lead Operator

Water Operator

maintenance, repair, installation, operation and construction of municipal water
production, metering and distribution system facilities. Responsibilities include
planning, directing and coordinating the activities of a crew of semi-skilled and
skilled union represented employees and/or directing/inspecting the work of
contractors, all of whom may be engaged in a variety of public utilities facility
maintenance and repair activities covering the Village's water system. The
employee also exercises substantial independent judgment in effecting potable
water system operation maintenance, repair or minor construction work.
Duties include recommending improved methods and procedures for more
efficient water system operations, as well as recommendations regarding
system staffing requirements, to the Public Works Director. The current Water
Superintendent also serves as the Village Forester responsible for planning the
various work activities associated with the Village urban forest, parkway tree
maintenance, and Emerald Ash Borer eradication program etc.
Position requires technical work and responsible lead work in the operation,
maintenance, repair, installation and minor construction of the Village's water
system facilities including the system's main computer console, the distribution
system, water hydrants and water meters. Work involves providing lead work
direction to and occasionally participating in the activities of assigned unskilled,
semi-skilled and skilled workers in a variety of water [and sewer collection]
system maintenance and repair activities. Exercises considerable independent
judgment in providing lead work direction to and/or performing water system
maintenance and repair work.
Position includes skilled and semi-skilled technical and mechanical work in the
operation and maintenance, repair, installation and minor construction of the
Village's water system facilities including the system's main computer console,
the distribution system, water hydrants and water meters. Responsible for the
maintenance and operation of the water system's booster pumping stations,
pressure adjustment equipment, distribution mains, control systems, and water
towers to ensure proper operating processes and the distribution of quality
potable water. Prepare and maintain records and reports as required by the
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and other regulatory as required.

F. Civil Engineering and Engineering Technician
Engineering is responsible for project development, plan review, construction inspection, utility
locating, and customer service as it pertains to Public Works issues. Engineering consists of a
Civil Engineer and an Engineering Technician.

10

The Water Superintendent also currently serves as Village Forester. The individual is responsible for various forestry tasks and
the Public Works Department employees engaged in completing the assignments.
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(1) Organizational Chart
The following organizational chart outlines the full time positions performing engineering related
functions:
Civil Engineer
(1)

Engineering Technician
(1)

(2) Span of Control
The Civil Engineer and Engineering Technician have no direct reports.. Both of these position
report to the Director of Public Works. The Civil Engineer does supervise a part time seasonal
engineering technician.11
(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Civil Engineer

Engineering Tech

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes para-professional and administrative engineering work
involving the design, construction, and inspection of Village Public Works
facilities and projects. Responsibilities include participating in municipal
engineering projects including the design and construction of streets, water
distribution systems, sanitary and storm sewers, and other public works and
utilities projects.
Position includes technical work in the performance of a variety of subprofessional engineering duties designed to support the Village's construction
and design engineering functions. Work may involve serving as a chief
inspector on a construction project or as a party chief of a surveying party.
Organizes, summarizes and presents data from maps, reports, field
investigations and records. Employee given considerable latitude to exercise
independent judgment on project design, surveying/or and inspections work.

G. Administrative Assistant
The Administrative Assistant is responsible for coordinating the efforts and communications of
the four divisions of the Public Works Department.
(1) Organizational Chart
The following chart outlines Administrative Assistant’s current organizational structure:

11

Starting in 2013, the Village hired a seasonal Engineering Intern to replace part-time seasonal workers from the
Wastewater Division.
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Adminstrative Assistant
(1)

(2) Span of Control
The Administrative Assistant has no direct reports. N/A

(3) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Administrative
Assistant

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes complex and varied work tasks involving general office duties
and administrative tasks designed to provide assistance to mid to upper
management personnel within any operating department of the Village.
Responsibilities include the coordination of meetings, conferences, and public
and special activities, as well as the operation of specialized computer
software. This work also entails responsibility for compiling and maintaining
information and records regarding the various technical and procedural matters
that affect the operating department to which the position is assigned.

4. SUMMARY OF PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT INTERNAL INTERVIEWS.
The following is a summary of the substantive internal feedback received by the study team and
verified by Village management as it relates to the Public Works Department12. The
subheadings below represent the various questionnaire categories. Refer to Appendix A for a
copy of the referenced document. Please note that throughout the interview process, each of
the interviewees were very cooperative and appeared open to honest and constructive
discussion. All of the employees we encountered throughout this study demonstrated strong
sense of pride and commitment to their jobs and the Village of Roselle.
1. Structure. Questions concentrated on how well the department facilitates service
delivery and if any apparent inefficiency exists.
 Opinions related to the delivery of services were generally positive. Documented
shortcomings included staffing shortages and lack of direction and planning from
management.
 Noted departmental inefficiencies included a lack of labor-management meetings
and disruptions in service delivery caused by the need to reallocate resources
during snow events, water main breaks, employee vacations, etc.

12

The interviews primarily focused on the department’s performance prior to the hiring of a temporary Director of Public Works.
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2. Management. Questions focused on the existence of clear policies/procedures, the
methods of receiving work orders and documenting subsequent work, internal and
external expectations, managerial support and resourcefulness, and reliance on outside
agencies/consultants to complete work.
 Overwhelming response that the Village lacks documented policies and
procedures to guide work activities.
 Feedback indicates the work order process is very informal- often hand-written
and no master database exists for completed work orders.
 Supervisors allow employees to make appropriate decisions about completing
work and provide answers to line staff within a timely fashion.
 Belief that a disparity exists with performance expectations related to the various
divisions. Some purportedly receive preferential treatment.
 Many respondents felt that management provides sufficient support of the
department/division; however, noted deficiencies included staffing shortages and
a lack of annual performance reviews.
 The Village rarely relies on outside agencies or consultants for direction- typically
only used when the Village does not have the capability to complete the task
(e.g. tower painting, lab testing, etc.).
3. Planning and Goal Setting.
Questions focused on whether or not the
department/division maintained a strategic plan, goals and objectives, and annual and
multi-year work plans.
Follow-up questions included how well management
communicates the plans/goals to staff, elected officials, etc., how often the
department/division reviews the plans/goals, and who is involved in creating the
plans/goals.
 Respondents indicated that no real long-term planning documents exist within
the Public Works Department. Several referenced the CIP, annual budgets, and
EPA standards/mandates as the primary planning documents. One respondent
indicated that Division Superintendents did not previously participate in the
development of the CIP as it related to Public Works Department projects.
4. Quality of Services. Questions focused on department/division efficiency, quality of
service deliverables, employee attitudes/outlooks, ability to meet established regulatory
standards, and capability to complete work as opposed to outsourcing projects.
 Majority of respondents stated the department/division provides a level of service
in-between ―medium‖ and ―high.‖ Those answering simply as ―high‖ focused on
Village services such as televising residential service lines, their ability to work
with all components of service deliverables including billing, and the amount of
work completed each year (replacing 36-38 water main breaks annually).
 Respondents believe that Village staff generally takes pride in their work, that the
department/division is dedicated to meeting customer needs, and that the
department/division focuses on customer service. A differing opinion focused on
a need for ―customer service training‖ to help workers answer resident questions
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when they are complex or not known.
All responses indicated that the department/division met applicable regulatory
standards (Water and Wastewater Divisions).
The general feeling was that the appropriate types of work are outsourced (e.g.,
only when projects are too large or the Village does not have the capabilities due
to a lack of labor, equipment, technical capabilities, etc.).
Common causes of ―bottle necks‖ included poor internal communication, a lack
of a centralized data base storage for work orders, and issues with past
department leadership.

5. Communications. Questions focused on internal communications between managers
and line staff related to job performance feedback, timeliness of providing job task
information, conveying department/division goals and objectives, and sharing important
information and broader policy maker actions and decisions. The questionnaire also
asked respondents to rank internal communications on a scale of 1 (weak) to 10
(strong).
 Most respondents felt that Village management acknowledged their efforts.
 Feeling that managers are not providing necessary information in a timely
fashion. Feeling that an information gap exists between Village management
(e.g. elected officials, department heads, Superintendents, etc.) and line staff.
Attributed this situation to a lack of staff meetings and inaccessible Village
reports (e.g. elected officials or Superintendents not passing down internal
documents to line staff).
 Average internal communications rating was 6.6.
Documented concerns
revolved around the lack of information flow between Village departments.
Several interviewees referenced initiatives that formerly helped bridge the gap,
including the ―In the Know‖ newsletter, but no longer exist. Many noted improved
internal communications since the recent leadership transition in the Public
Works Department- especially with new staff meetings.
6. Coordination.
Questions focused on relations/coordination between divisions,
departments, and outside agencies.
 Many respondents noted coordination improvements since the recent leadership
transition in the Public Works Department.
 Issues often arise (e.g. borrowing manpower, sharing equipment, designating job
tasks, etc.) during snow events, water main breaks, etc.
7. Workload - Staffing. Questions focused on current staffing levels and individual
positions as it relates to accomplishing required work.
 Respondents highlighted the Streets and Water Divisions as understaffed.
 Low staffing levels cause issues when divisions are required to help during snow
events, water main breaks, employee vacations, etc.
 Interviewees cited the current number of department managers and supervisors
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as being appropriate.
Workloads are evenly balanced among members of the department/division and
the line staff works as a ―team‖ to deliver services.
Significant work backlog, tree trimming, sign inventory ordinance compliance,
sidewalk inventory and repairs, crosswalk / stop bar striping, crack sealing etc.

8. Work Environment. Questions focused on employee’s beliefs regarding their perceived
value within the organization, how well the Village utilizes their skills/knowledge, whether
or not their job is fulfilling professionally, and if work safety is a priority for the Village.
 Village workers generally feel respected and that the Village utilizes their skills
and knowledge as it relates to their individual positions.
 Respondents stated that safety in the workplace was a priority for the Village.
However, one respondent noted that low staffing levels currently cause unsafe
working conditions (e.g. one-man ―crews‖).
9. Tools, Equipment, Technology, and Safety. Questions focused on tools, equipment,
technology, and safety devises as they relate to accomplishing required work.
 Staff is generally very satisfied with the tools/equipment/technology/safety
devises provided by the Village. Many noted the good equipment trade-in
program and the Village’s willingness to rent items if required to complete a job.
A few respondents noted concerns with hardware/software (e.g. Connect – water
meter software and integration needs with Munis® software). No work order or
other ways to communicate across divisions/departments.
10. Training. Questions focused on the amount of training and types of training offered by
the Village as well as career advancement.
 Respondents generally indicated that the Village provides adequate training for
its employees. A major deviation from this belief involved snow removal.
Numerous interviewees cited the lack of training related to procedures during
snow events as a major concern. The study team recognizes that in the past, the
Public Works Department regularly participated in the American Public Works
Associations snowplow rodeo, which is a great training event for plow truck
drivers. The concerns about the Village’s snow removal program focused on
scheduling, routing and managing contractors, rather than training for Public
Works employees. Several respondents also noted that confined spaces training
should be required for everyone within the department.
 A majority of respondents indicated that there are no career advancement
opportunities within the Village.
11. Strengths and Weaknesses. Question asked individuals to identify the three greatest
strengths and weaknesses of the department/division.
 Commonly cited strengths included Village employees (very experienced with
lots of institutional knowledge, work well together, committed to providing a high
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level of customer service, etc.) and Village equipment (high quality, good
replacement program, etc.).
Commonly cited weaknesses included staffing shortages, technology issues
(lack of centralized database, underutilization of GPS and GIS, etc.), a lack of
policies and procedures to guide work, and poor internal communication.

12. How Can the Village Help Me Do a Better Job? Question focused on identifying ways
the Village could help individuals enhance their job performance.
 No commonalities emerged amongst the responses. Select answers include the
following: initiate labor-management meetings to discuss expectations; provide
training for interacting with citizens; and better enforcement of existing Village
ordinances related to Public Works activities.
13. Suggestions for Improvement. Question asked individuals to identify ways the
department/division could improve operationally.
 Hire high-quality individuals for vacant positions (e.g. Streets Superintendent and
Director of Public Works).
 Have better internal communications (e.g. need to identify goals and objectives
as a department and also pass along information between departments) and
externally (e.g. training on how to deal with citizen questions).
 Make GIS available in the field to increase work efficiencies.
 Change in leadership has caused me to enjoy coming to work.
 Elected officials have high expectations but staff not able to provide with budget
constraints.
 Reduce the amount of erroneous ―JULIE‖ calls.
 More happy to come to work since the Department leadership change. Now a
much better work environment.
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5. SUMMARY OF PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT EXTERNAL INTERVIEWS.
The following is a summary of the substantive external feedback received by the study team
and verified by Village management as it relates to the Public Works Department13. The
subheadings below represent the various questionnaire categories. Refer to Appendix B for a
copy of the referenced document.
1. Roadway Maintenance- how well does the department maintain local streets (patching,
repairs, replacement, Motor Fuel Tax (MFT), etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

5
8
8

Comments:
 Poor score a result of the Village’s process of prioritized/selected streets for
repair. Opinion that the community overpaid for street repairs in the past. Also
questioned past bidding processes used by the community.
 Roadways in great shape for the level of funding provided.
 Not sure Village gets good value for contracted road work.
 Better since installation of interim Director of Public Works.

2. Snow Removal Operations- how well does the department respond to snow and ice
storms (responsiveness, timeliness, quality of work during snow removal operations)?

Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

1
9
7

Comments:
 Large difference exists in the quality of contractors used by the Village. Poor
follow-through by contractors has made for dangerous situations (e.g. high
amount of snow left in intersections).
 Poor snow removal process. Witnessed instances of snowplows dropping salt
on snow-covered roadways and another snow plow soon after clearing the same
roadway. Opinion that no leadership or direction given to employees.

13

The interviews primarily focused on the department’s performance prior to the hiring of a temporary Director of Public Works.
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Cul-de-sacs are an issue. Also, citizens can have unrealistic expectations when
comparing the conditions of local roads to major thoroughfares.
High level of service - personal experience of the department responding to a
complaint within one day.
Not a quick enough response- wait too long to start.
Noted a high level of citizen complaints related to snow removal. Perception that
the Village uses substandard salt/de-icing methods when compared to
neighboring communities (e.g. Bloomingdale and Schaumburg). Maybe an
opportunity for an educational component to inform citizens?
Need to coordinate with other communities that feed Lake Park High School so
route to school would be set as multi-community priority.
Potential to form a consortium with Bloomingdale to share/allocate routes to
appropriate jurisdictions.
Note Roselle Road maintained by the Dupage County and Irving Park Road
maintained by IDOT.
Concern intersections not cleaned in a timely fashion.

3. Buildings and Ground Maintenance- how well does the department maintain all
Village-owned buildings and grounds (landscaping, routine cleaning, mechanicals, etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

8
10
9

Comments:
 High score a function of the Village contracting the service out. Questioned past
bidding processes used by the community.
 Issues with mowing contractors.
 Too aggressive with tree trimming.
 Great job.

4. Parkway/Roadside Maintenance- how well does the department maintain parkways
and roadside areas along Village Streets including mowing, landscape features, signs,
etc.)?
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Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

3
9
8

Comments:
 Parkway/Roadside maintenance was better 10 years ago. Village no longer
utilizes banners on street lights.
 Poor score not a reflection on employees- streetscape elements are lacking.
 Tree trimming is too aggressive- could accomplish same goals without trimming
as much.
 Good value using Village staff.
 Tree trimming a concern. Better communication with interim Director of Public
Works.
5. Waste Water and Utilities- how well does the department operate and maintain the
water and wastewater systems including regulatory requirements, citizen requests, water
main breaks, sewer back-ups, etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

8
10
8

Comments:
 Neighborhood experienced four water main breaks in a short period. Village
responsiveness always good but offered a poor solution to the problem.
 Water and wastewater issues fixed right away. Indicated the Village is not
replacing old infrastructure during street projects.
 A Village wastewater treatment plant recently won an award. Demonstrates the
Village’s ability to creatively deal with aging infrastructure.
 Has not received any citizen complaints regarding wastewater or water services
provided by the Village.
 Village spends a lot of money in these divisions.
 Aging infrastructure is / will be a problem.
 Good response- quick to help residents.
 Treatment plant performance and flooding issue assistance commendable.
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6. Fleet Maintenance- how well does the department maintain the Village’s equipment
fleet including Public Works vehicles, fire, and police?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

8
10
9

Comments:
 Very good services provide by internal staff.
 Should evaluate outsourcing some work.
7. Overall Responsiveness- how well does the department respond to residents, elected
officials, and other stakeholders in the community?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

7
10
9

Comments:
 Department is good at responding to citizen inquiries.
 Opinion that the Village needed to help employees interact with citizens in the
field. Provide guidance in answering questions. Need customer relation training
 Performance is OK but Village labor costs are high - should consider obtaining
quotes from local business to provide some of these services.
 Staff is always responsive - tries to get answers; however, sometimes staff has to
waits for Board(s) to give direction which slows down the process.
 Ok, but some people act indifferent when interacting with the public.
8. Strengths and Weakness
a. What are the three greatest strengths of Roselle’s Public Works
Department?
 Open and cooperative attitude - no hesitation in calling the department.
 Sharing of mutual resources (e.g. manpower, equipment, etc.) absent an
Intergovernmental Agreement.
 Water Division is quick to make repairs.
 Wastewater Division does a good job.
 Fleet Division - in-house mechanics do a good job.
 Employees - they love working for the Village and have a vested interest in
their community.
 Employees take pride in their work.
 Building Maintenance is very good.
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Interim Director of Public Works is a good communicator; prior Director
lacked good communications.
Looking forward to new Director of Public Works.
Building and grounds maintenance very good.
All Department heads are responsive.
Snow plowing is good considering budget constraints.
Prior Director of Public Works always had answers, would make decisions,
and pushed things along possibly even when he lacked authority.
Staff longevity.
Water/wastewater doing a good job.
Equipment maintenance good.
Contact with State agencies (e.g. IDOT and IEPA) are good.

b. What are the three greatest weaknesses of Roselle’s Public Works
Department?
 Institutional knowledge- gone with the recent Village Staff departures.
 Lack of leadership from former Director of Public Works.
 Previous accountability issues (cited instances of favoritism, to frequent use
of no-bid contracts, vague information provided on contracts, etc.).
 Current lack of permanent supervision/direction causing angst (change is
unsettling).
 Village’s GIS capabilities are lacking.
 Snow removal response is poor.
 Poor infrastructure planning (e.g. the Trails development-utilities under
berms).
 Concern that certain favorite contractors get work.
 Concern that in the past the Public Works Department assists contractors
performing services when contractor has a contract to perform work.
 Lack of accountability.
 Poor record keeping.
 Labor/union issues.
 Too many assigned to some projects (wasteful).
 Concern that prior Director of Public Works may not have followed
appropriate policies concerning bidding and also overruns on contract work.
 Lack of supervision.
 Lack of clear direction.
 Little or no GIS capacity.




Prior Director of Public Works may not have always sought approval from
superiors.
Village is a little behind big neighbors due to a lack of funding.
Lack of new thoughts and ideas.
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Former Director of Public Works was ―business as usual‖ and not
progressive.
Significant amount of backlog work

Summary of External Interviews

Public Works Department
External Interview Responses
Roadway Maintenance
Snow Removal
Bldg. & Ground Maintenance
Parkway Maintenance

Median Scores

Wastewater and Utilities
Fleet Maintenance
Overall Responsiveness
0

2

4

6

8

10

As evidenced above, external interviews indicated a general satisfaction with the Village’s
delivery of services and overall responsiveness to community needs. Median scores equaled or
exceeded 8 out of 10 in all but one of the categories. It is important to note that there is a
perception that the Village’s snow removal process needs improving. The Snow Removal
function had individual scores range from 1 to 9 and exhibited the lowest average score (6.3) of
the seven categories.
Public Works Department strengths identified by elected officials, community residents, etc.
primarily focused on the quality of its employees and the work they perform. Noted weaknesses
concentrated on leadership concerns associated with previous department management.

6. PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS.
“An Organizational Structure is a system used to define a hierarchy within an organization. It
identifies each job, its function and where it reports to within the organization. This structure is
developed to establish how an organization operates and assists an organization in obtaining its
goals to allow for future growth...”.
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Organizational Structure –
There really is not a ―standard” organizational structure for fulfilling local government public
works functions. For instance, some cities and villages include utilities under public works,
others use a free standing department for utilities; some place code enforcement, even parks
and recreation under public works; engineering services may be under public works or they may
be under community development and so on. Various organizational structures can work if the
structure is responsive and efficient. The best type of structure for a given community depends
on many variables ranging from department size, types of public works services delivered,
levels of service, the complexity of operations, and other local factors. If you were to evaluate
the public work department’s organizational structures of the 200 plus communities in the
Chicago metropolitan area, you would encounter dozens of different structures and variations all
of which to a greater of lesser extent accomplish the same thing. It is important to understand
the performance goals and challenges of an organization. Once identified, this information can
be used develop an appropriate organizational structure. This is far more important than simply
trying to fit a given organizational model.
The Village’s Public Works Department organizational structure is a traditional model. The
Director of Public Works manages a series of Superintendents who in turn each manage a
divisional service category. This fundamentally sound organizational model allows for
accountability of work and is applicable for small and large communities alike. The department
also shares personnel across divisions- especially during major events such as snow and ice
storms. This too is typical of most departments of similar size and responsibilities. There has
been cross training amongst divisions and the department shares equipment routinely. This
structure should afford reasonable accountability and reporting both up and down the chain of
command.
Roselle’s Public Works Department consists of a Public Works Director, four divisions
(Fleet/Buildings, Streets, Water, and Wastewater), a civil engineer, an engineering technician,
and an Administrative Assistant. A Superintendent manages each of the four divisions. Line
―lead‖ workers provide in-field operational control of certain routine functions in the Street,
Water, and Wastewater Divisions. The Fleet/Building and Water Divisions are comparatively
small groups with 2 and 3 employees, respectively, for each Superintendent.
Staffing –
There are presently 27 full-time and 5 part-time positions authorized within the department. By
comparison, in 2008, the department had 30 full-time and 5 part-time positions; this represents
a 10% reduction in authorized full time staffing since 2008..The Village eliminated the Village
Engineer, a Lead Water Operator, and a Street Maintenance Worker during this time period.
Many Public Works Departments have experienced similar staffing reductions in order to meet
organizational budget demands following the recent financial downturn. Some departments
have reduced work activities and services while others have endeavored to find efficiencies and
work smarter. Based on our review, the Roselle Public Works Department has for the most part
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continued to provide the same scope of service as in the past by absorbing additional work or in
the case of the Village Engineer, contracting professional engineering services from a
consulting firm. During the internal/external interview process several individuals expressed
concern that he reduction in Public Works staffing has affected departmental performance with
snow removal and other labor intensive functions. Employee vacations, sick time, and other
temporary staff reductions further exasperate staff availability and can place a strain on
departmental performance. There also appears to be significant amount of backlog work
ranging from tree trimming, sign inventory ordinance compliance, sidewalk inventory and
repairs, crosswalk/stop bar striping, crack sealing etc. Some of these challenges can be
attributable to the transitional state of the department resulting in coordination inefficiencies.
However, some of the problems may be due to a lack of manpower.
HR Green believes the department generally maintains an appropriate number of staff and that
the alignment of divisional employees fit a traditional public works organizational model. The
supervisory relationships in the department are also satisfactory; however, the limited size of the
Fleet/Building Division and to a lesser extent the Water Divisions provide an opportunity for
subsequent supervisory/divisional realignment. Understanding the many daily demands on the
Director of Public Works, the department needs to provide sufficient staff resources to assure
administrative actions and process are being followed. Simply put, the Public Works
Department needs a dedicated position that can assist the Director with the administrative
tasks, provide follow through, accountability, and help implement the management of the
Department. Once those systems are in place, the Village would be better prepared to assess
the need for additional line personnel in the appropriate area(s).
The study team also believes that significant opportunities exist to improve department-wide
performance through better management process and control.
Span of Control –
Span of Control (SOC) is an important management tool used to evaluate organizational
efficiencies. SOC is the number of people a manager can supervise effectively and is broadly
categorized as being either ―narrow‖ or ―wide.‖ A narrow SOC indicates more layers of
management between the work force and top management. There are more layers of
management in a narrow SOC. This usually results in more direct communications between
managers and their reports. Conversely, a wide SOC has fewer layers of management
between the work force and top management and may result in less direct communication
between managers and their reports.
SOC directly affects the number of layers in an organization. Most organizations operate with 3
to 5 layers (top to bottom). SOC is measured as a ratio of subordinates that report to one
manager. Government, as well as industry, is moving towards ever-greater ratios as methods
and forms of communications in the organization improve. In years past, public works
instruction/communication often required face-to-face interaction between supervisors and
workers. A better-trained supervisor can communicate directly with more workers with the
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advent of new technology- thus improving overall efficiencies and increasing span of control
ratio. Average SOC ratios are typically 5:1 to 8:1 reports per supervisor. Current practice and
research are showing SOC ratios as high as 10:1 and beyond in some organizations. SOC
ratios of 3:1 or less are suspect and require evaluation for justification.
SOC is a useful measurement tool to use when looking for efficiencies and creating effective
organizational structure. SOC analysis is applicable for both large and small organizations.
However, when reviewing smaller organizational units with specialized purposes, SOC
measures should be tempered given the specialization.
The Public Works Department operates with the following full time employee SOC ratios:
Position
Director of Public Works
Fleet/Building Superintendent
Streets Superintendent
Water Superintendent
Wastewater Superintendent

SOC Ratio
6:1
2:1
6:1
3:1
8:1

Note
1ea. Part-time Building Maintainer
2ea. Seasonal Workers and 1 Lead worker
2 ea. Lead Operators

Based on this information, the study team concludes the following:
1. None of the department’s supervisory alignments exceed reasonable SOC maximums.
2. The Fleet/Building Superintendent (2:1) and Water Superintendent (3:1) fall below
nominal SOC ratios (due to small division size) and require further evaluation.
3. The maximum number of layers of management is 3.
4. The department should be able to communicate directives effectively throughout the
organization.
5. Lead Worker in Street Division provides field supervision from time to time thus helping
to somewhat reduce the Superintendent’s SOC ratio.
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CHAPTER 4 - INSPECTION SERVICES
1. SUMMARY OF CURRENT SERVICE AND DELIVERIES.
The Village provides an array of Inspection Services for residential and non-residential
properties including code (building) inspection and code enforcement, fire prevention and life
safety inspections, engineering reviews, and building plan reviews using both full-and-part-time
staff and contracted vendors. The following generally describes the scope of these services:
1. Code Inspection: Code (building) inspection assures building plans for new
construction/remodeling projects comply with the Village code, International Code
Council (ICC), American with Disabilities Act (ADA), and other regulatory provisions.
Building inspections (structural, electrical, plumbing, and health) are required for many
home-improvement projects including the following: additions- including screened
porches and 3-season rooms, attached garages, basement remodel, brick paver patios,
central air conditioning, concrete patios, decks, detached garages, driveways and
sidewalks, service walks, fences, roofs (tear-offs), sheds, sewer repairs, swimming
pools, etc.
2. Code Enforcement: Code enforcement focuses on identifying nuisance violations
involving structures (peeling paint, torn screens, etc.), vegetation (dead trees, tall grass,
etc.), vehicle violations, (recreational vehicles, trailers, Illegal vehicle sizes, derelict
vehicles) garbage cans placement, storm water discharge points and standing water,
temporary signs, and other miscellaneous issues (debris, noise, illegal businesses,
animal waste etc.). The Code Enforcement Officers work with citizens to resolve issues
that impact the quality of life in Roselle including violations of the Zoning Ordinance and
Property Maintenance Code.
3. Fire Prevention and Safety Inspections are conducted for commercial and industrial
facilities, multi-family residential dwellings (10 units and greater) and public places. The
Fire Marshal is responsible for promoting public safety through implementation and
enforcement of fire and life safety codes and standards. Inspections focus on items such
as: conditions of exits, emergency lighting and exit signs, condition of fire alarm systems
and equipment, maintenance of fire lanes, availability of fire extinguishers and fire
supersession systems and their service dates, presence of unsafe electrical equipment,
etc.
4. Engineering Reviews: Engineering reviews and inspection include overseeing
subdivision designs, preliminary and final plats, site plans, on-site storm water systems
and detention, easements, all publically dedicated improvements and connections to the
Village’s water and sewer utilities, etc.
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5. Plan Review: Plan review entails reviewing various new construction or remodel projects
for consistency with all state and local building codes prior to the Village’s issuance of
permits. Common types of plan review relate to the following: new construction,
remodeling, driveways, HVAC systems, decks, patios, roofs, swimming pools, etc.

2. INSPECTION SERVICES STAFFING OVERVIEW.
The chart shown below depicts the organizational structure of the Village’s Inspectional Service
activities.
Community
Development
Director
(1)

PT Building
Inspectors
(4)

Health Inspector
(contracted)
(1)

Fire Marshal*
(1)

Water
Superintendent*
(1)

Engineer*
(1)

Engineering Tech*
(1)

* Note: The Fire Marshal, Water Superintendent, Engineer, and Engineering Tech. are not part of the Community
Development Department and do not report to the Community Development Director. However, these positions
contribute to the Development review process by providing services such as plan reviews, code inspection etc. and
are reflected in the organization chart accordingly.

The Village completes Inspectional Services activities using a mix of full-time and part-time
Village employees, a contracted Health inspector, a building plan review firm (for non-residential
reviews), and a consulting professional engineer (for storm water compliance reviews).
Resource levels dedicated to completing code inspection, code enforcement, fire prevention
and life safety inspections, engineering reviews, and building plan reviews have fluctuated over
the last several years. The current staffing model relies heavily on part-time and contract
service providers to complete work. The ―building‖ related process operates on a ―pay as you
go‖ basis with services provided on-demand when permits are generated. Costs are kept to a
minimum because part-time employees and contract service providers, all of which work on an
on call basis, conduct a majority of the services. Staff indicated that this process operates on a
―break-even‖ basis with the costs of reviews and inspections closely matching permit revenues.
This is cost-effective method of delivering services. The use of the consulting professional
engineering to process DuPage County Storm Water Ordinance compliance also operates on a
―break-even‖ basis. Part-time employees also provide code enforcement inspection activities.
These part-time employees work a limited number of hours per week. The effectiveness of the
activity is directly tied to the number of hours worked by the inspectors. Regular Village staff
working in a traditional delivery model provides the balances of the Village’s Inspectional
Services.
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The following provides a summary of each of these services.


Code Inspection: Village Community Development, Fire Department, and Public Works
Departments currently complete code (building) inspections. The Village operates its
inspection services on an ―as-needed‖ basis - meaning the work schedule is directly a
function of the number of required inspections. The average time dedicated to this task
ranges from 16 to 32 hours per week. Community Development Department staff
persons dedicated to code inspection consists of the Community Development Director
and four part-time building inspectors capable of covering plumbing, electrical, and
structural inspections. All inspectors maintain the appropriate licenses and certifications
needed to conduct the inspections. Public Works Department personnel assigned to
code inspection include the Engineer, Engineering Tech, and Water Superintendent
while the Fire Marshal is the lone Fire Department staff member dedicated to code
inspection. The Village contracts out its Storm Water Ordinance reviews for DuPage
County to a local professional engineering firm. For comparison purposes, Village data
shows that the Village conducted 1,377 inspections in 2011, 1,344 in 2012, and 623
through June 2013.



Code Enforcement: The Community Development Department, with assistance from the
Police Department, currently conducts code enforcement activities throughout the
Village. Staff dedicated to enforcement includes two-part time Code Enforcement
Officers (CEOs) from the Community Development Department and two full-time and
four part-time Community Service Officers (CSOs) from the Police Department. The
Village executed a 6-month contract with GovTempsUSA in April 2013 to staff one of the
two CEO positions. The CEOs work 16 hours per week on opposite days of each
other. The Police Departments CSOs also assist with Code Enforcement supplementing
the CEOs efforts by targeting issues that are more prevalent and providing weekend
coverage. The CSOs primarily focus on illegal vehicle parking and waste container
violations. The Village began cross-training CSOs in the summer of 2012 to lend
support to the CEOs and extend the Village’s coverage to seven days per week. There
has been a fair amount of turnover within the part-time CSO ranks hampering the crosstraining activities.
Code enforcement activities within the Village had been predominately reactivemeaning the violation inspection process is complaint-driven through Village residents
and staff. Little time existed to conduct proactive ―sweeps‖ of the community. However,
in early 2013 the Village Board authorized the hiring of a second CEO that resulted in
doubling community’s code enforcement efforts. The additional CEO coupled with an
increased familiarity of the community has resulted in increased violation notices and a
trend for greater community compliance. Historically, the Village sees the largest
number of cases in April, May, June, July, and August. The Village issued 253 violation
notices and 21 written citations in 2012. By comparison, Village staff has indicated that
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2013 is on track for 400 violation notices- a significant increase over 2012. Staff also
indicated that they are seeing greater voluntary compliance within the community. The
goal of code enforcement is to gain code compliance and improve the quality of life in a
community. An important benefit from the code enforcement activities is community
education. It is worth noting that approximately 90% of the violation notices in 2012 are
resolved and brought into compliance without fines and citations, which is a
commendable outcome.


Fire Prevention and Safety Inspections: The Village Fire Marshal performs fire
prevention and safety inspections as a representative of the Fire Department. The Fire
Marshal currently operates on an 18-month schedule to visit all required properties
within the Department’s jurisdiction. This includes both the Village and the Roselle Fire
Protection District. The Fire Marshal is currently responsible for inspecting
approximately 488 buildings within Village limits and 42 in the Roselle Fire Protection
District (530 total properties). Prioritization efforts have allowed him to visit the ―highrisk‖ structures every 12 months.



Engineering Reviews: Public Works Department staff currently completes engineering
reviews related to various projects (e.g. site, drainage, flood control, Village utility
connections, public walks etc.). Staff dedicated to this work includes the Civil Engineer
and the Engineering Technician, and a consulting professional engineering. The
Village’s Civil Engineer is not a registered Illinois professional engineer (P.E.) and
therefore the Village contracts with a professional consulting engineer to review plans for
compliance with the DuPage County storm water ordinance. The Village had a
professional engineer but eliminated the position in 2011. Permit applicants cover the
costs associated with the consulting engineering services for engineering reviews of
larger development so the use of the consultant is cost neutral.



Plan Review: Staff within the Fire, Public Works, and Community Development
Departments currently complete plan review or plan checks for new construction and
remodeling projects. The Village has outsourced plan review responsibilities to B&F
Technical Code Services, Inc. under a ―pay as you go‖ system for commercial and
industrial permits. All other plans are reviewed by in-house staff. For comparison
purposes, the Village issued the following number of permits in recent years: 748
permits in 2011, 847 permits in 2012, and 419 through June 2013 (similar to 2012). The
most commonly issued permits involve roofs, fences, driveways, HVAC systems, and
patios.

3. JOB DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF INSPECTION SERVICES STAFF.
The subsequent section provides information on individuals responsible for conducting
Inspection Services for the Village. This includes organization charts (if applicable), respective
spans of control, an overview of staff roles and responsibilities, and a summary of operations.
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A. Fire Marshal
The Fire Marshal is responsible for promoting public safety through implementation and
enforcement of fire and life safety codes and standards. Specific tasks include construction
plan reviews and code inspections. The Fire Marshal position is part of the Fire Department.

(1) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Fire Marshal

Roles and Responsibilities
Position includes administrative and field work in enforcing and directing the
fire prevention bureau. Responsibilities include directing and coordinating
selected administrative activities, plan reviews, systems tests, inspections, fire
prevention, and code enforcement, serving as the Village’s inspector of the fire
prevention bureau and improving and enforcing all codes, Village ordinances
and standards relating to fire protection for all structures within the Village.

B. Building Code Inspectors
Building Code Inspectors are responsible for inspecting new construction/remodel projects for
both residential and commercial properties. The part-time Building Code Inspector positions are
part of the Community Development Department.
(1) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Building Inspector

Roles and Responsibilities
Provides inspectional services for new construction, remodeling, residential
and commercial projects. Reviews structural, plumbing, and electrical
installations for compliance with state, national, and local codes. Advises and
assist builders and contractors as well as residents regarding building and
code related issues.

C. Community Service Officer
Community Service Officers are primarily responsible for providing code enforcement actions for
the Police Department. Additionally, the Community Service Officers provide support for the
Village’s Code Enforcement Officers covering time periods when Code Enforcement Officers
are off-duty. Areas of focus include recreational vehicles and the storage of trash and recycling
bins. The Community Service Officers positions are part of the Police Department.
(1) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Community Service
Officer

Roles and Responsibilities
Observe, patrol, and enforce various Village property-maintenance and
nuisance codes.
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D. Code Enforcement Officer
Code Enforcement Officers are responsible for working with citizens to resolve issues that
impact quality-of-life including violations of the Zoning Ordinance and Property Maintenance
Code. The Code Enforcement Officers positions are part of the Community Development
Department.
(1) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Code Enforcement
Officer

Roles and Responsibilities
Observe, patrol, and enforce various Village property-maintenance and
nuisance codes.

E. Civil Engineering and Engineering Technician
Civil Engineering and the Engineering Technician are responsible for plan review, construction
inspection, and utility locating. The Civil Engineer and Engineering Technician positions are
part of the Public Works Department.
(1) Staff Roles and Responsibilities
Position
Civil Engineer

Engineering Tech

Roles and Responsibilities
Reviews, inspects, and approves development projects submitted by
developers. Provides guidance to, and checks the work of, Village project
inspectors. Provides technical advice to residents regarding engineering
problems (such as faulty property drainage) Assists maintenance supervisors,
community development staff concerning engineering problems in design,
construction, maintenance, or surveying.
Reviews plans and inspects improvements in conjunction with building permits
when improvements trigger DuPage Co. storm water compliance (i.e. large
impervious improvements).Assists in the design, drafting, and preparation of
engineering plans. Oversees and manages various municipal infrastructure
improvement projects. Reviews, inspects, and approves development projects
submitted by developers. Provides guidance to, and checks the work of,
Village project inspectors. Provides technical advice to residents regarding
engineering problems (such as faulty property drainage) Reviews plans and
inspects improvements in conjunction with building permits when
improvements trigger DuPage Co. storm water compliance (i.e. large
impervious improvements).

4. SUMMARY OF INSPECTION SERVICES INTERNAL INTERVIEWS.
The following is a summary of the substantive internal feedback received by the study team as it
relates to the Village’s Inspection Services. The subheadings below represent the various
questionnaire categories. Refer to Appendix A for a copy of the referenced document.
1. Structure. Questions concentrated on how well the department facilitates service
delivery and if any apparent inefficiency exists.
 Belief that the Village is not fully utilizing Munis® (Village’s legacy finance
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software). Referenced the fact that Code Enforcement Officers and Community
Safety Officers cannot currently ―see‖ each other’s work and that inspectors are
using hand-written notes.
Respondents indicated the Village cannot provide a high level of inspection
services without any full-time inspectors.

2. Management. Questions focused on the existence of clear policies/procedures, the
methods of receiving work orders and documenting subsequent work, internal and
external expectations, managerial support and resourcefulness, and reliance on outside
agencies/consultants to complete work.
 Interviewees did not provide any comments regarding management. This is
likely a function of the positions interviewed (i.e. management versus line staff).
3. Planning and Goal Setting.
Questions focused on whether or not the
department/division maintained a strategic plan, goals and objectives, and annual and
multi-year work plans.
Follow-up questions included how well management
communicates the plans/goals to staff, elected officials, etc., how often the
department/division reviews the plans/goals, and who is involved in creating the
plans/goals.
 No plans exist relating to the Village’s Inspection Services.
4. Quality of Services. Questions focused on department/division efficiency, quality of
service deliverables, employee attitudes/outlooks, ability to meet established regulatory
standards, and capability to complete work as opposed to outsourcing projects.
 Interviewees felt the Village did a good job for the level of funding available.
General sentiment that the Village could provide more robust code enforcement
services with additional resources (e.g. staff).
5. Communications. Questions focused on internal communications between managers
and line staff related to job performance feedback, timeliness of providing job task
information, conveying department/division goals and objectives, and sharing important
information and broader policy maker actions and decisions. The questionnaire also
asked respondents to rank internal communications on a scale of 1 (weak) to 10
(strong).
 An interviewee stated there is no centralized data storage for work orders.
6. Coordination.
Questions focused on relations/coordination between divisions,
departments, and outside agencies.
 Interviewees did not provide any responses related to coordination.
7. Workload - Staffing. Questions focused on current staffing levels and individual
positions as it relates to accomplishing required work.
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General belief that the Village needs more coverage as it relates to code
enforcement.
Respondent indicated that the Fire Marshal is not able to walk in all of the
businesses within a 12-month period. Instead, the Fire Marshal prioritizes and
visits the high risk places within a year.

8. Work Environment. Questions focused on employee’s beliefs regarding their perceived
value within the organization, how well the Village utilizes their skills/knowledge, whether
or not their job is fulfilling professionally, and if work safety is a priority for the Village.
 Individuals felt valued and that the Village utilized their knowledge and skills
appropriately.
9. Tools, Equipment, Technology, and Safety. Questions focused on tools, equipment,
technology, and safety devises as they relate to accomplishing required work.
 This section of the questionnaire was not applicable in evaluating the Village’s
delivery of Inspection Services.
10. Training. Questions focused on the amount of training and types of training offered by
the Village as well as career advancement.
 This section of the questionnaire was not applicable in evaluating the Village’s
delivery of Inspection Services.
11. Strengths and Weaknesses. Question asked individuals to identify the three greatest
strengths and weaknesses of the department/division.
 Cited weaknesses included the following: work orders not automated with
Munis® and Fire Marshal not able to conduct all required inspections within a 12month period.
 Code Enforcement is improving throughout Village
 Village provides thorough inspections
 Building inspectors are very knowable
 Good pool of contract building inspector available to Village
12. How Can the Village Help Me Do a Better Job? Question focused on identifying ways
the Village could help individuals enhance their job performance.
 Interviewees did not provide any suggestions on ways the Village could help the
individuals do a better job. This is likely a function of the positions interviewed
(i.e. management versus line staff).
13. Suggestions for Improvement. Question asked individuals to identify ways the
department/division could improve operationally.
 Interviewees did not provide any suggestions for improvement related to the
Villages delivery of Inspection Services.
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5. SUMMARY OF INSPECTION SERVICES EXTERNAL INTERVIEWS.
The following is a summary of the substantive external feedback received by the study team as
it relates to the Village’s Inspection Services. The subheadings below represent the various
questionnaire categories. Refer to Appendix B for a copy of the referenced document.
1. Code Inspection and Enforcement- how well does the department manage its code
inspection and enforcement including building and grounds maintenance, public safety,
and other Village code applications (consistency, evenhandedness, code adherence,
etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

3
8
6

Comments:
 The Village attempts to provide a ―10‖ but cannot with its limited resources. Lack
of personnel prevents better service.
 Fire Department is easy to work with during annual inspections.
 New part-time staff allows code enforcement to be more proactive vs. reactive.
More responsive to citizens than in the past- additional staffing has helped.
 Need to be even more responsive.
 Code enforcement not aggressive enough.
 Need to make sure the Village treats all applicants at same level of enforcement.
2. Building Plan Reviews- how well does the department review, process, and inspect
new construction and remodeling projects?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

8
9
8.5

Comments:
 Quick permit reviews.
 Limited in personnel but doing the best that they can.
 Inefficiencies previously existed under past leadership. Question of potential
liability issues for the Village- previously did not obtain proper permits for certain
activities.
 Contract plan reviewer and inspectors doing a good job.
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3. Engineering Reviews- how well does the department review, process, and inspect
engineering aspects of projects in the Village (site, drainage, flood control, etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

5
9
8.5

Comments:
 Limited in personnel but doing the best that they can.
 Issues with short-sightedness. Problems arose prior to staff departures.
 Feeling of disconnect with Engineering in the Public Works Department. Why not
move to Community Development Department? Need to study Engineering’s
time allocations to determine where this position would best serve the
community.
 Project close outs not complete (may be engineering or Public Works issue?).
 Doing work without proper permits which costs Village to rectify (maybe
engineering or Public Works issue?).
 Engineering reviews for new development are fine.
4. Fire Marshal- Fire Protection Services- how well does the department conduct fire
prevention and life safety inspections in the Village (accuracy, consistency, frequency,
compliance rate, etc.)?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

1
10
8

Comments:
 Fire Marshal goes ―above and beyond‖ his responsibilities.
 Leadership issues in the Fire Department. Noted instances of perceived
―cronyism.‖
 This is only part time work– not full time.
5. Overall Responsiveness and Timeliness- how well does the department respond to
residents, elected officials, builders, developers, and other stakeholders in the
community?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

5
10
7
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Comments:
 Code Enforcement not able to be as responsive as the Village would like
because of time commitment issues caused by staffing constraints. Village hired
another part-time employee to help with the situation.
 Sometimes have to wait for response from department for answers to board
questions.
 Appears to be understaffed at times.
6. Overall Attention to Detail and Accuracy- does the department provide sufficient
detail, accuracy of reviews and inspection, fairness, etc.?
Rating Scores
Low
High
Median

1
8
7

Comments:
 Plans not reviewed properly (highlighted the Village Fire Department remodel
project and a 10-unit multi-family building).
7. Strengths and Weakness
a. What are the three greatest strengths of Roselle’s Plan Review Services
and Code Enforcement?
 Code Enforcement- Community Service Officers do a great job; however,
they are overworked.
 Community Development- Very knowledgeable about zoning and the staff is
very responsive to the community.
 Doing a better job with code enforcement now that additional people added.
 Fast response from building department.
 Very good relationship with Village Administrator- always helps when asked.
 Prior Director of Public Works was very knowledgeable- history on issues.
 Willing to share equipment with other taxing bodies.
 Good relationship with other taxing bodies (small town like); not a big
bureaucracy.
 Staff adheres to review schedules.
 Implementing and explaining state and county regulations takes up a lot of
time- Village staff tries to be helpful.
b. What are the three greatest weaknesses of Roselle’s Plan Review Services
and Code Enforcement?
 Community Development Department does not issue a weekly report to the
Board of Trustees.
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Lack of leadership within the Fire Department.
Poor level of service currently provided by Code Enforcement. Attributed to
low staffing levels caused by budget constraints.
Fire Department should be present at development proposals meetings
No/few reports.
Question whether we appreciate the importance of businesses in town.

Summary of External Interviews –

Inspection Services
External Interview Responses
Code Inspection and Enforcement
Building Plan Reviews
Engineering Reviews
Median Scores

Fire Protection Services
Responsiveness and Timeliness

Attention to Detail and Accuracy
0

2

4

6

8

10

External consumers are comparatively less satisfied with code inspection and enforcement than
with other aspects of the Village’s inspection services. Inspection services strengths identified
by elected officials, community residents, etc. revolved around the Village’s employees and their
strong working relationships with other entities. Weaknesses concentrated on internal
communication shortcomings (e.g. lack of reporting).

6. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE DESIGN AND EVALUATION
The current organizational structure of the Village’s Inspectional Services consists of a mix of
full-time and part-time Village employees and contractual service providers. Additionally, five
members of the Inspectional Service team work in departments other than Community
Development. The table below further illustrates the functional relationships of the Inspectional
Service team members.
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Inspectional Services Positions Table
Department

PT - FT

Community Dev.

PT

Community Dev.

PT

Community Dev.

PT

Community Dev.

PT

Community Dev.
Community Dev.
Community Dev.

FT
PT
PT

Title
Building
Inspector
Building
Inspector
Building
Inspector
Building
Inspector
CD Director
CEO
CEO

Public Works

FT

Civil Engineer

Public Works

FT

Public Works
Fire Department

FT
FT

Contract Service

NA

Engineering
Tech
Water Supt.14
Fire Marshal
Health
Inspector

Inspection type

Plan Review

plumbing/structural

Yes

electrical/structural

Yes

electrical

Yes

structural

Yes

occupancies
code enforcement
code enforcement
Bond release, sewer
service

Yes
No
No

water and sewer service

Yes

water service
fire code
grease traps, restaurants
inspection - Cook County

No
Yes

Yes

No

Consolidation Options –
One of the tasks of this study is the evaluation of the code inspection and enforcement and plan
review practices within the Fire Department, Public Works Department, and Community
Development Departments for consideration to consolidate these services within the Community
Development Department. The Civil Engineer and Engineering Technician (both part of the
Public Works Department) have job duties that involve code inspection while the Civil Engineer
also has plan review responsibilities. The Fire Marshal position (part of the Fire Department)
has job duties that involve fire-related code inspections and fire-related code enforcement.
These are the only positions within the Public Works Department and Fire Department that have
any appreciable portion of their job duties attributable to work with Community Development
Department. As such, the study team evaluated the job duties of these three positions to
determine if there are sufficient similarities and work involvement to support the consolidation of
these positions in the Community Development Department.
It is worth noting that local governments utilize many different combinations of organization
structure and job/department alignments and no one design fits all situations. As discussed in
the Public Works section of this report, organization structures can change from organization to
organization even when they are very similar and have like work demands. For instance, some
villages place Community Development under Engineering while others place the Engineer
under Public Works.
Local governments experiencing substantial growth during the
14

The Water Superintendent occasionally provides water service line connection inspections; however, this position’s primary
responsibility is managing the Water Division.
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development boom in the last decade needed to focus their engineering assets on reviewing
and managing new development (Community Development). Now that the growth has
subsided, engineering functions re-focus on providing engineering for municipal maintenance
and capital projects (Public Works).
The following section looks at each of the three positions in question and evaluates their current
job responsibilities and scope, as well as their involvement with Community Development
Department functions.
Community Development Department ActivityThe Fire, Police, and Public Works Departments all interface with the Community Development
Department on code permit and code enforcement issues. The study team spoke with the
Community Development Director, Fire Marshal, and Civil Engineer and all expressed that an
open and cooperative relationship exists between the departments and positions. They also
indicated that the group handles requests for reviews and/or inspections in a timely fashion and
that there were no impediments in the way the group worked together. The study team noted
the volume of activity with development reviews has declined in recent years requiring less time
commitment from these three positions than in the past. The table below summarizes 2012
permit activity and depicts the number of permits that involved the Fire Marshal, Civil Engineer,
and Engineering Technician.
2012 Permit Action Summary
Permits Issued (2012)
Above Ground Pool
Above Ground Pool w/Deck
Annexation
Bathroom Remodel
Commercial Remodel
Deck
Demolition Single-Family
Driveway
Electric
Fence
Fire Suppression System
Free Standing Non Electric
Free Standing or Pylon Sign
Garage/Carport
Generator
Heating Ventilation/AC
Hot Tub
In-Ground Pool
Irrigation System

#
12
1
1
9
14
24
6
77
30
82
6
5
2
3
15
50
1
1
6

Civil Engr.
N
S
1
N
14
S
6
N
N
N
N
N
N
S
S
N
N
1
N

Engr. Tech
12
S
S
N
N
7
N
77
N
N
N
N
N
1
N
N
N
S
N

Fire Marshal
N
0
1
N
14
0
6
N
N
N
6
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
NN
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Permits Issued (2012)
Low Voltage
Other
Outdoor Seating
Patio
Planning and Zoning
Plumbing
Porch
Re: Occupancy Condominiums
Re: Occupancy Single-Family
Re: Occupancy Townhome
Recapture
Residential Addition
Roof
Screen/Sunroom
Sewer Repair
Sewer Tap
Shed
Sidewalk
Single Family Res. Detached
Temporary Sign
Wall Sign
Wall Sign Non-Electric
Water Heater
Zoning Board of Appeals
TOTAL
PERCENT

#
23
25
1
38
4
1
5
6
34
21
1
5
169
3
39
2
16
11
9
5
21
17
31
2
838

Civil Engr.
N
N
N
10
4
N
N
N
N
N
1
2
N
1
20
1
N
11
3
N
N
N
N
N
75
9%

Engr. Tech
N
N
N
10
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
2
N
1
19
1
5
11
N
N
N
N
N
N
146
17%

Fire Marshal
N
N
N
N
4
N
N
Y
N
21
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
52
6%

N=No, Y=Yes, and S=Sometimes

The study team developed the above table based on its general understanding of the category of permit that would normally require
involvement on the part of the Fire Marshal, Civil Engineer, and Engineering Technician. Based on the information provided it was
difficult to determine the number of actions or time commitment involved with each of these permits. The table is meant to be
illustrative rather than an actual inventory of work performed.

Fire Marshal –
The Fire Marshal position is often a member of a fire department but may be part of a building
department or in a separate department altogether. A civilian employee holding the title of Fire
Marshal oversees fire prevention activities for the Village and the Roselle Fire Prevention
District. Roselle’s Fire Marshal reports directly to the Fire Chief.
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Illustrative Job Responsibilities Fire inspections
 New construction and fire suppression system inspections
 Complaint inspections
 Follow-up activities on noncompliance
 False alarm issue
 Limited plan reviews
 Correspondence and meeting attendance
Job Similarities with Community Development DepartmentThe Fire Marshal was involved with 52 of 838 or 6% of permits issued during 2012 (see above
table). Although this is not a large number of direct permit actions, the job of the Fire Marshal
does parallel that of those in Community Development in that they both are charged with code
inspections and code enforcement responsibilities.
Other considerationsA previous study of the Roselle Fire Department in 2012 noted a continuity of service issue
during times of the Fire Marshal’s absence (vacations, sick days etc.). The study recommended
the consideration of placing the Fire Marshal’s position in the Community Development
Department allowing for cross training potential with Community Development staff to prevent
these service continuity gaps experienced during the absence of the Fire Marshal. This is a
viable recommendation that could help solve the service continuity issues. However, the
Community Development Department currently has two full-time employees, including the
Director and Village Planner, which could be cross-trained. One of the four part-time inspectors
could also be cross-trained. Conversely, cross-training could also occur within the Fire
Department ranks to provide coverage during periods of absence. The Village Fire Department
also conducts company inspections of properties throughout their jurisdiction so there is a
natural job similarity with others in the Fire Department. The advantage of a well-coordinated
fire prevention program and other Fire Marshal activities within the Fire Department would be
advantageous to the overall fire safety structure in the Village. The report also cited the
consolidation benefits for builders by creating a ―one-stop-shop‖ to get answers for buildingrelated questions. The Fire Marshal’s duties requires that he is in the field a fair amount of time
thus causing the builder’s ability to receive quick answers to questions to be diminished. The
Fire Chief and outgoing Fire Marshal both noted that they strongly felt the Fire Marshal position
should remain under the administrative control of the Fire Department during their interviews.
ConclusionThe Fire Marshal position should remain in Fire Department organization with a defined backup
system to provide continuity of service when the Fire Marshal is absent.
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Civil Engineer –
The Civil Engineer position is part of a Public Works Department. The Civil Engineer’s primary
job duties relate to work in the Public Works Department; however, the Civil Engineer does
regularly work with the Community Development Department on development related issues.
Illustrative Job Responsibilities Assists in the design, drafting, and preparation of engineering plans.
 Oversees and manages various municipal infrastructure improvement projects.
 Prepares all required documentation related to State Motor Fuel Tax (MFT), Federal,
and County grant funded projects, from initial implementation to final project closeout.
 Reviews, inspects, and approves development projects submitted by developers.
 Provides guidance to, and checks the work of, Village project inspectors.
 Provides technical advice to residents regarding engineering problems (such as faulty
property drainage) as well as to maintenance supervisors concerning engineering
problems in design, construction, maintenance, or surveying.
 Reviews plans and inspects improvements in conjunction with building permits when
improvements trigger DuPage Co. storm water compliance (i.e. large impervious
improvements).
Job Similarities with Community Development DepartmentAs the above table above illustrates, the Civil Engineer would have been involved with an
estimated 75 of 838 or 9% of permits issued during 2012. Although this is not large number of
direct permit actions, the Civil Engineer does work closely with Community Development
Department on the design and inspection of development proposals and certain building permit
applications. The Civil Engineer job is similar to those in Community Development in that the
position does perform code inspection and code enforcement duties occasionally. Both the Civil
Engineer and Community Development Director agreed that the vast majority of the work
performed by the Civil Engineer is in support of Public Works related functions during
interviews. Furthermore, the study team did not note any concerns about workflow or
communications issues between the Civil Engineer and the Community Development
Department. Numerous Public Works Department employees mentioned the Civil Engineer as
providing an important role in the department during their interviews.
ConclusionThe Civil Engineer position should remain in Public Works Department organization structure.
Engineering Technician –
The Engineering Technician (Tech) position is part of a Public Works Department. The
Engineering Tech’s primary job duties relate to work in the Public Works Department; however,
the Engineering Tech does regularly work with the Community Development Department on
development related issues.
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Illustrative Job Responsibilities Serves as a chief inspector on construction projects.
 Serves as chief of a surveying party on municipal projects.
 Drafts plan and profile sheets for street, sidewalk and alley improvements.
 Reviews subdivision plans to ensure that the plans meet Village codes regarding streets,
sanitary and storm sewers, curbs, gutters, and sidewalks.
 Provides guidance and checks the work on Village projects.
 Responsible for providing information to the public concerning property boundaries,
street lighting, benchmark locations, addresses, lot information and right of ways,
researches information for legal descriptions, and prepares maps.
 Reviews subdivision plans to ensure that the plans meet Village codes regarding streets,
sanitary and storm sewers, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, etc.; inspects and supervises
inspection of streets, sewers, storm sewers and related construction projects

Job Similarities with Community Development DepartmentAs the table above illustrates, the Engineering Tech would have been involved with an
estimated 146 of 838 or 17% of permits issued during 2012. Although the estimate is not a
large number of direct permit actions, the Engineering Tech does work closely with Community
Development Department and offers assistance on an as-requested basis in addition to the
inspection of formal development proposals and certain building permit applications. There are
invariable additional development inspections made by the Engineering Tech. throughout the
year. The study team acknowledges that it is not uncommon for staff members to visit many of
the projects when doing other fieldwork in the community. The Engineering Tech. job is similar
to those in Community Development in that the position does perform code inspection and code
enforcement duties occasionally; however, the vast majority of time is spent in support of Public
Works activities.
ConclusionThe Engineering Tech position should remain in Public Works Department organization
structure.
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations identify specific opportunities for improved operational
efficiencies, optimal organizational structure changes, and cost reductions. HR Green’s
recommendations fall into two categories: staffing alignment and operations and policies. The
first 6 recommendations address staffing alignments while items 7 through 22 deal with
operations and policy issues. The study team has added an implementation strategy with each
recommendation to help the Village staff and elected officials through the process. In addition,
following each recommendation there is a space for assigning a ―Priority Ranking‖ and the ―Next
Step‖ documentation. As the Village reviews these recommendations, the Priority Ranking and
Next Step actions should be assigned to each item.
Staffing Alignments
Recommendation #1: Add preference of Illinois Professional Engineer (P.E.) registration
criteria for Director of Public Works
The Village currently does not have a registered professional engineer (P.E.) on its staff. One
way to address this issue is to hire a new Public Works Director that has an Illinois P.E.
registration. Public Works Directors do not necessarily need to be a registered professional
engineer although many have this licensure. Much of the contemporary Public Works Director’s
responsibilities focus on management activities, (which is a priority in Roselle); however, the
need for a solid technical understanding as well as the regulatory and legal benefit of a P.E. is
advantageous. The study team noted numerous instances when having a P.E as part of the
Village’s organization would be beneficial for the Village. The former Director of Public Works
was not a P.E. and the study team was made aware of certain public works projects that were
designed and constructed without the appropriate approval from a registered professional
engineer. The Village also develops and designs its annual motor fuel tax (MFT) road
maintenance program. Even though routine maintenance (overlays, patching etc.) do not
require P.E. certification, more elaborate projects extending beyond simple maintenance require
a P.E. certification. Other activity such as reviewing storm water design compliance with the
DuPage County Storm Water Ordinance requires a P.E. certification. The Village currently
outsources these activities to a third-party consulting engineer for larger projects. Depending on
workload of internal engineering staff, this storm water review process could be brought back inhouse thus eliminating the cost of the consultant. A similar chargeback system used for the
third-party reviews that require developer reimbursement of review costs could be used to offset
the Village’s internal costs of providing these reviews. The Village’s current staff engineer (Civil
Engineer) is also not registered; however, the position provides value to the organization
performing tasks that normally do not require a P.E. registration.
Some very talented Public Works Directors do not have a P.E. registration. These individuals
usually bring strong management expertise to the organization while others on staff have the
necessary professional registration. Should the Village find a strong candidate for the Director of
Public Works position that is otherwise well suited for the position but lacks a P.E. registration
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the Village should not pass on the candidate solely because of the lack of the P.E. registration.
There are other ways to integrate a P.E. into the organization i.e. contractual services, the
Assistant to the Director position or the Civil Engineer etc. However, since a large percentage of
experienced Public Works Directors are registered P.E.’s, and the Village currently lacks a P.E.
on staff, adding this job criteria preference to the criteria for the selection only makes sense.
The example language below illustrates how P.E. registration preference could be incorporated
into the Education and Experience language the search material.
…Minimum job requirements include a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering and/or Business Administration
with five or more years of Civil Engineering, Municipal Construction, or Public Works Administration
experience Possession of an Illinois Professional Engineer License is desirable or an equivalent
combination of education and experience sufficient to successfully perform the essential duties of the
job….

Implementation Strategy:
1. Incorporate professional engineering registration preference as part of the job
description for the incumbent Director of Public Works applicants.
2. HR Green has provided the Village with several documents including model incumbent
job content descriptions and core competencies to assist the Village with their Public
Works Director selection process.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #2: Create a permanent Assistant to the Director of Public Works
position to assist with Public Works administrative functions
Contemporary public works operations are a melding of technical understanding and skills with
strong administrative and management responsibilities. Today’s public works departments are
challenged with many more administrative, management and regulatory requirements than in
years past. Statutory compliance, labor-management agreements, personnel issues, budgetary
and finance demands, technology integration, communication, facilitation, risk management and
many other issues place an ever-greater emphasis on managerial responsibilities within a public
works operation. This skill set of a Public Works Director today is much more than the technical
understanding of public works operation and infrastructure. During our study, many of the
challenges identified can be traced back to management and administrative issues rather than
technical skills and understanding. As such, the study team recommends the creation of a
permanent Assistant to the Director of Public Works position to assist the Director of Public
Works with many of these non-technical activities. This individual would be a valuable resource
for the Public Works Director and Division Superintendents alike. By shifting, some of the
administrative tasks to the Assistant, the Public Works Director, and the division
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Superintendents would have more time to manage their other responsibilities. After the
departure of the former Public Works Director, the Village enlisted an interim Public Works
Director and an interim Assistant to the Public Works Director. This model is been in operation
at the Village for the last six months. During this study, we have noted numerous instances
where the Assistant to the Public Works Director has contributed significantly to the
department’s administrative responsibilities.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Create a full-time Assistant to the Public Works Director position.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #3: Consolidation of the Streets and the Fleet/Buildings Divisions
under the supervision of a single Superintendent
One of the challenges facing the Village’s Public Works Department has been the management
of the Street Division. Historically, a Streets Superintendent has overseen the division. There
have been two Street Superintendents in the last several years. During our interviews with
Street Division personnel, several individuals expressed frustration and concern about the prior
leadership of the street division. Since March of this year, the Fleet/Buildings Superintendent
has been serving as an interim Street Superintendent in addition to his other duties as the
Fleet/Building Superintendent. Feedback from line personnel and management regarding this
change has been positive and it appears as though both divisions are operating at a satisfactory
level. There is nothing wrong with a Public Works organizational model that has both a
Fleet/Building Division and Street Division each headed by separate Superintendents.
However, in Roselle’s case, the Fleet/Building Division consists of only two fulltime mechanics
and a part time Building Maintainer and the Superintendent. This is a rather limited span of
control. We have also noted that the Fleet/Building Superintendent often self performs many line
level tasks, responding personally to equipment and mechanical repair issues as well as other
tasks in the Division. Although the Superintendent is dedicated to the operation of the Division
and the work performed is valuable and well done, we question whether the organization is
underutilizing the Superintendents management skills and capabilities. Feedback during both
our internal and external interviews confirmed a largely positive rating of the services provided
by this division. The consolidation of the management of these two divisions has thus far been
successful, with favorable comments from both management and line staff regarding the
management process of the consolidated Divisions. However, additional staffing support should
also be provided to support the work that often self-performed by the Superintendent in the
Fleet/Building Division. The need for both additional administrative assistance and additional
building maintenance resources to cover the line level work provided by the Superintendent
needs to be addressed. There are several options that will help meet these needs;
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Additional administrative support could be provided by the new Assistant to the Director
of Public Works, assisting with contact procurement and management,
intradepartmental work scheduling and other administrative tasks.
Enter into performance contracts for building’s mechanical systems preventative
maintenance and emergency repair work. Crafted properly, performance contracts can
include specified emergency response criteria as well as predetermined service costs.
Contracts should include emergency repair response requirements as part of an annual
maintenance contract.
Expand the part time Building Maintainer position to include additional work hours and a
work schedule that meets the needs of the division.
Distribute work across expanded department staff (Street and Fleet/Buildings). Although
the Public Works Department staff routinely assists across divisions when jobs require,
a broader workforce provided by combining the Street Division and Fleet/Buildings
Division provides the Superintendent with more people at his disposal.

The Fleet/Buildings Superintendent currently has a span of control ratio of 2:1 while the
Street Superintendent has a span of control ratio of approximately 6:1. A consolidated
Street/Building/Fleet Division would appear to have a span of control of approximately 9:1.
However, the Street Division also has a Lead Worker that provides field supervision so from
a practical perspective; the span of control in the consolidated department is less than the
9:1 ratio.
A consolidation of these two divisions would result in the following benefits:
 Provides the benefit of greater depth within both departments ranks (i.e. sharing
personnel resources during peak demands within either of the divisions)
 Results in a more efficient span of control for the Superintendent, management
efficiencies
 Realize cost savings by eliminating a Superintendent position
Implementation Strategy:
1. Continue current operation of combined Superintendent of Streets and Fleet/Building
Divisions.
2. Formalize Lead Worker responsibilities in street operations.
3. Delegate routine fleet maintenance responsibilities (i.e. scheduling, record keeping, etc.)
to Fleet Mechanics, consider Lead Mechanic designation...
4. Expand the position of Building Maintainer to incorporate minor mechanical maintenance
repairs (i.e. HVAC filter changes, lighting fixture repairs, minor plumbing, and carpentry
work, ability to respond to emergency call outs, etc.). This work would be in addition to
routine daily supplemental custodial work. (see item recommendation #5 below)
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5. Evaluate third-party contractual HVAC / mechanical maintenance performance contracts
that incorporate emergency response as part of annual programed maintenance.
6. Utilize the Assistant to the Public Works Director to provide administrative support to the
newly realigned Street/Building/Fleet/ Division.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #4: Maintain the Fire Marshal position within the Fire Department.
A Fire Marshal is often a member of a Fire Department but may be also be a part of a Building
Department or located within a separate department altogether. A civilian employee holding the
title of Fire Marshal currently oversees fire prevention activities for the Village and the Roselle
Fire Prevention District and reports directly to the Fire Chief. Fire Marshal activities include:








Fire inspections
New construction and fire suppression system inspections
Complaint inspections
Follow-up activities on noncompliance
False alarm issue
Limited plan reviews
Correspondence and meeting attendance

A more detailed representation of Roselle’s Fire Marshal position was addressed in the Fire
Department Operations and Services Evaluation study conducted in 2012.15 The study included
a description of the duties and responsibilities of the Fire Marshal position in Roselle. Several
recommendations were noted in that report that would improve the performance of the Fire
Marshal activity. One of the issues addressed in the study was the lack of continuity of service
during times of the Fire Marshal’s absence (vacations, sick day’s etc.). The study recommended
placing the Fire Marshal’s position in the Community Development Department allowing for
cross training potential with Community Development staff to prevent service continuity gaps
experienced during the absence of the Fire Marshal. This is a potential solution that could help
solve the service continuity issues. However, the Community Development Department
currently has two full-time employees (not including those from other departments), the Director
and Village Planner. Presumably, one or more of the four part-time inspectors could also be
cross-trained with the Director and Village Planner. Conversely, cross training could also occur
within the Fire Department ranks to provide coverage during periods of absence of the Fire
Marshal. The Fire Department also conducts company inspections of properties throughout the
Village. The advantage of a well-coordinated fire prevention program and other Fire Marshal
15

Operations and Services Evaluation of the Roselle Fire Department – McGrath Consulting Group, Inc. December,
2012
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activities within the Fire Department would be advantageous to the overall fire safety structure in
the Village. We understand that this may require some job scope changes within the Fire
Department ranks however; we feel the benefits would be worth this effort. It was noted during
our interview with the Fire Chief and the outgoing Fire Marshal that they strongly felt the Fire
Marshal position should remain under the administrative control of the Fire Department.
Furthermore, our discussion with the Village’s Community Development Department cited the
need for better communication and coordination with the Fire Marshal office but did not feel
there was a strong compelling reason to move the Fire Marshal position under Community
Development.
The study team obtained and reviewed records of inspections conducted by the Fire Marshal
during the course of this study. It appears as though most of these records are in multiple files
and not well organized. Many of the record and forms exist only as paper documents. We
would recommend that these records be entered into an appropriate data base that could
record, organize and track these inspections. The Fire Marshal is tasked with conducting
inspections of 530 properties that optimally should be inspected every year. Records indicate
that it takes the Fire Marshal approximately 18 months to complete these inspections. A solid
permit/inspection tracking program would help to keep this important inspection process on
track and better documented.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Implement various recommendations of the prior study that addressed the performance
of the Fire Marshal position.
2. Better document, coordinate, and communicate Fire Marshal inspection activities with
the Community Development Department.
3. Utilize technology for inspection automation, planning, and network posting available to
other departments.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #5: Expand the Building Maintainer position to provide additional
services. Expand mechanical preventative maintenance and service contracts
The Fleet/buildings Superintendent often provides routine mechanical repairs and other
activities related to Village buildings and facilities under the current organization structure. This
is an inefficient use of the position’s talents/skills and at times limits the Superintendent’s ability
to manage departmental responsibilities. The Village currently has a part-time Building
Maintainer that supplements the work of the contractual custodial service provider. This
position could be expanded to incorporate supplemental minor mechanical, electrical, and
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plumbing repairs in addition to supplementing the contractual custodial services. Further, the
Village should explore HVAC and other mechanical preventative maintenance and emergency
service contracts with private firms. The need to address the Superintendent’s time allocations
will become even more important upon consolidation of the Building/Fleet Division with the
Streets Division.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Expand the position of Building Maintainer to incorporate minor mechanical maintenance
repairs (i.e. HVAC filter changes, lighting fixture repairs, minor plumbing, and carpentry
work, ability to respond to emergency call outs, etc.). This work would be in addition to
routine daily supplemental custodial work.
2. Evaluate third-party contractual HVAC mechanical maintenance contracts that
incorporate emergency response as part of annual programed maintenance.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #6: Consideration of future consolidation of Water and Wastewater
Divisions into Utility Division
The Villages current Water Division and Wastewater Division organizational structure is
effective as currently staffed and configured. Both of these divisions consistently meet
regulatory requirements and feedback from both external and internal interviews was
complementary of both divisions’ performances. Both these divisions perform related but distinct
work activities. The processes of water treatment in each Division are very different (drinking
water distribution vs. wastewater collection and treatment) however there are many similarities.
Both deal with pumps, electrical controllers, SCADA, underground piping, utility customers etc.
The SOC of the Water Division is 3:1 while the Wastewater Division is 8:1. A future
consolidation of these two divisions into one Utility Division may afford the Village operational
efficiency by reducing the division count, broadening SOC ratios and sharing personnel across
a larger division. We envision this evaluation may become more relevant as the Village
develops an overall succession plan for the department. (Recommendation #18 in this report).
Implementation Strategy:
3. Develop succession plan for key Public Works Department personnel
4. Evaluate consolidating Water and Wastewater Divisions into one Utility Division
Priority ranking: ______________________________
Next Step: __________________________________
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Operations and Policies
Recommendation #7: Develop a written Comprehensive Maintenance Plan
The Public Works Department has several planning documents such as a multiyear Capital
Improvement Plan, and the Wastewater Division has a series of operation and maintenance
manuals that provide detailed requirements for the scheduled maintenance of existing
equipment and facilities. However, the Village lacks a comprehensive maintenance plan that
embraces both short and long-term maintenance needs of Village infrastructure. The adoption
of the comprehensive maintenance plan is important to the efficient and effective operation of
the Public Works Department. A plan would set forth maintenance goals by setting standards
that address the frequency and amount of work, and establish priorities. By establishing a plan,
budgeting, labor allocation, and the need for long-term capital replacements can be better
addressed. The plan should also identify quantitative benchmarks to be used to measure and
evaluate overall performance and outcomes. Plan development offers many benefits. Done
properly, a comprehensive maintenance plan forces a critical assessment of service delivery
efforts as well as the current state of infrastructure conditions. It becomes a useful tool for
policymakers as well as staff to use in planning resource allocations across multiple budget
years as well as providing a framework to measure and judge departmental performance. A well
designed and implemented plan would save the Village money by assuring the completion of
maintenance activities on timely basis, and potentially extending life cycle of the equipment and
infrastructure. The plan would also help manage the work activities in a Department resulting in
improved efficiencies.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop a written and well-communicated comprehensive maintenance plan that
addresses the needs of each of the public works divisions operations and infrastructure.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step:____________________________________

Recommendation #8: Develop a Policies and Procedures Manual
Having a set of written and well-communicated maintenance policies and procedures is a
valuable resource for the operations of a Public Works Department. Whether it is policies and
procedures for conducting snow removal, repairing water main breaks, flushing fire hydrants,
pothole repair, street sweeping, or grounds maintenance, policies and procedures that guide
these activities will benefit the department. These policies can guide in-house operations as
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well as performance requirements for contractual services. Below is an example of a policy and
procedure for Right of Way Mowing.
City of Lee’s Summit Department of Public Works
Policy and Procedure16
Title: Right of Way Mowing
Practice:
Issued: 05/01/04
Revised:
General overview: Right-of-way mowing occurs in areas of the City that
are zoned Agricultural as well as areas where the City owns property.
1. The Field Supervisor assigns the location where right-of-way
mowing is to be done.
2. Before leaving the Street Maintenance Facility, the crew must
check all fluid levels for all the equipment (tractor and brushhog) that has been assigned (this will include the standard vehicle
inspection).
3. Grease both the tractor and the brush-hog. Check tires and
wheels. Blow dust and debris out of the radiator.
4. After the crew has arrived at the job site, they must begin by
setting up a work zone to meet the requirements for the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Device (MUTCD).
5. The operator should run his machine in a safe manor, and begin the
mowing operation. He should pay attention for any obstructions
ahead of him that might be hit and cause damage to the brush hog
or vehicular traffic. This would include phone pedestals, fiber
optic pedestals, curbs, hydrants, manholes, debris and trash,
signs, and telephone poles.
6. When mowing grass and weeds in the right-of-way, the operator
should only mow from the street to the edge of the right-of-way
line.
7. Any damage to equipment or property should be reported
immediately to the supervisor
8. All work that is completed should be noted on the work order. This
should include number of passes made on each road and any
downtime if there was a breakdown (including flat tires).
9. Turn the completed work order into the supervisor.
10.
On a weekly basis the following should occur: All blades
should be sharpened on the brush-hog and sickle bar.



All moving parts should be greased as well as all zerks.
Wash and clean the tractor and brush-hog.

16

APWA Accreditation – Lee’s Summit Mo. Original document is available at http://www.lsits.net/Water/tikiindex.php?page=Right+of+Way+Mowing+-+Operations+-+Policy+and+Procedure+Manual
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As the example above illustrates, once the policy and procedures for a given function becomes
memorialized there will be fewer questions about when and how maintenance tasks are
performed. Written maintenance policy and procedures provides documentation to use during
training, new employee hires, and fine-tuning operational issues as well as providing a basis for
measuring performance of the department, division, or employees.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop a written and well-communicated set of policies and procedures to guide public
works maintenance activities.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #9: Develop methods for Organizing and Scheduling Work.
Public works operations are inherently dynamic and often subject to change due to
unanticipated events. The planned activity for a given week may be deferred due to a
damaging storm that shifts priorities from a planned activity to emergency cleanup. These
unanticipated ―events‖ occur regularly throughout the year and challenge public works to deliver
their planned services. A well-organized and communicated scheduling system also allows
managers to plan and track work routines of division crews while maximizing the use of labor
and equipment. Many activities are seasonal or linked to interrelated tasks making the
execution and completion of certain work critical for department efficiency. Working with tools
such as the comprehensive asset management program, GIS, and other technologies can
assist with scheduling and organizing work and tracking costs of tasks and projects throughout
the year.
Implementation Strategy:
1. All divisions should establish a maintenance program for a given period of time working
within the prescribed guidelines of the comprehensive maintenance plan.
2. Maintenance activities, including resource allocation, should be established along with
start and finish dates creating a work calendar.
3. Work calendars from various divisions across the department should be aggregated into
a combined departmental work schedule.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step:____________________________________
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Recommendation #10: Implement an Automated Work Order System to streamline workplanning, assignments, and collect performance measurement data
The Village primarily uses a paper-based work order to direct work flow and respond to citizen’s
requests. Work order requests are prepared on a paper form then subsequently distributed to
the appropriate Superintendent. It appears as though most work orders once assigned to the
appropriate division received the requisite attention however, since there is little to no feedback
on completed work orders it is difficult to quantify the number, frequency, type, location,
individual requester, costs, man-hours, materials used etc. The study team would recommend
the Village explore a work order/citizens request software application that would automate this
function while providing a significant improvement in process.
Technology will continue to play an ever-increasing role in local government service delivery.
With the advent of local area networks, cloud computing, smart phones, wireless tablets etc. the
ability to connect citizen’s service request to work orders and work orders to the appropriate
department supervisor and/or worker in the field has never been as efficient as it is today. One
of the more powerful aspects of these systems is the ability of the software to fully integrate a
request for service with costs, GIS asset management and other applications providing a
powerful record keeping and reporting system that tracks the type, location and costs etc. of
services provided. Numerous software companies provide easy-to-use, well-integrated,
software that can fully manage and document every aspect of a work order request. These
systems allow service requests to be converted into work orders that can be managed by
selected individuals or sometimes multiple department staff providing a start-to-finish
management of a service request. Work Order software systems can process issues such as
assignment of staff skills, vendor and material management, asset and cost calculations, and
grouping of multiple requests into one work order. They can also manage customer
communication regarding inquiries, requests for information, and requests for service,
complaints, questions, and compliments. Some systems offer smart phone applications that
residents can use to access the Village from the convenience of a mobile phone. This public
facing communication tool helps to increase transparency, improve responsiveness, and
manage expectations - keeping citizens informed and involved. Not only do these systems help
improve departmental performance, the data they collect can be a powerful planning tool for the
department.
One of the concerns with software application, especially those involving public works field
employees is the ease of use and the complexity of the process. If the software is too
cumbersome, confusing, hard to use or requires too much time to enter information users tend
to quit using the system. With newer applications, many of these issues have been resolved
making the use of these system evermore ―user friendly‖. The roll out of these systems
however, will require a commitment of time and resources to properly set up the system and
customize the installation to meet the Villages unique needs. Time will also be required to fully
educate Village staff with system operations. Once completed, not only do these systems help
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improve departmental performance the data they collect can be a powerful management,
budgeting and planning tool for the Village.

Implementation Strategy:
The Village is currently using the Munis® brand software suite for its general ledger and finance
applications.
Munis® also offers multiple modules including work orders and other
governmental applications. The study team would recommend evaluating the Munis® system
work order software module along with other brands to determine the best overall performance
fit for the Village. Ultimately the software that is selected should provide a convenient and
effective way to process service requests while documenting data that can later be used by the
Village to evaluate service delivery efficiencies, costs, locations, frequency and other about the
service requests.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #11: Automate Building Permit and Inspectional Services
The Village currently uses a basic building permit system operating that is part of the Munis®
Permits & Code Enforcement software suite. Literature on the product indicates that the
software provides building permit and a host of other functions. A copy of the company’s
description of the software’s functionality is included at the end of this recommendation. Testing
the application and serviceability of this software is beyond the scope of this study. However,
during our discussion with Village staff several individuals expressed concern about the current
status use of the Munis® software application. To provide a perspective we have listed some of
the benefits of current technology and how communities are integrating this technology in their
Building Permit process.
The Village currently provides PDF copies of the permit forms on the Village website. Applicants
can download these forms. Community Development Department and Finance Department
personnel subsequently log the data from the forms into the Munis® system. The Finance
Department enters complex permit information while the Community Development Planner
enters simple permits. Approximately 800 to a 1,000 permits are entered annually. The Munis®
permit program provides basic functionality and can produce reports on permit activity and
inspection status. The permits are then subsequently distributed to the appropriate plan
reviewer and inspector. Once the permit and inspection are completed (paper based), the
results are again logged into the Munis® software system. It should be noted that the Code
Enforcement process can also benefit from automation solutions.
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New technology continues to evolve in local government service delivery. Building permit
software applications were some of the first automation enhancements in local government
many years ago and have advanced significantly. Generating and tracking permits is a
straightforward process; however, new systems offer a robust host of options and tools
designed to improve the efficiency of the permitting process as well as the process functionality.
With web connectivity, local area networks, cloud computing, smart phones, wireless tablets etc.
many significant efficiencies can be realized. For instance, new systems allow applicants to
enter applications on-line minimizing several steps in the process while plan reviewers and field
inspections log reviews and inspection information directly to web based applications. With
wireless data devises such as tablets and smart phones, inspectors can enter inspection data in
real time from the field. Once the permit process starts, each step of the process is tracked in
the system and is available at any time for reviews across the network. Most systems allow
applicants to log into the building permit program remotely using a unique project ID and
password. Once logged in, the applicant can track the status of their permit, review inspection
reports, and send emails to the appropriate reviewer/inspector.
These systems can
automatically generate fees, inspection data, and status reports, certificates of occupancy and
other useful documents and reports. Built in controls and safeguards in the application often
require levels of authority verifications and data validation for security and quality control. Most
systems output data that can convert and post to the Villages finance software applications.
Implementation Strategy:
The Village is currently using the Munis® brand software suite for its building permit process
and other applications. It appears as though there are several aspects of the Munis® permit
software that the Village has not yet purchased or implemented. We would recommend further
evaluating the Munis® system permit software module along to determine the best overall
performance fit for the Village. Ultimately, the software selected should provide a convenient
and effective way to process building permits. Regardless of which software application the
Village chooses to use, this process of data conversion, system set up, integration and training
for system users will require a well-planned commitment of time resources in order for the
system to achieve its full potential.

Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step:____________________________________

A note about IT procurement:
HR Green would offer the following suggestions when considering software or technology
acquisition. ICMA and other professional groups offer outlines and examples of processes for
IT solutions selection and procurement. These associations can provide valuable information
when designing IT selection strategies. Many communities first establish a working group of
staff representatives familiar with the system needs internal processes. This group is then
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charged with the responsibility to develop an acquisition strategy and process. The following are
examples of the steps taking the process.
1. Prepare a request for information (RFI) to gather contemporary information on the
software applications.
2. Review the RFI materials, talk with software manufacture
3. Review software applications used by similar local government agencies.
4. Perform a need assessment
5. Develop a Request for Proposals (RFP)
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Recommendation #12: Improve Communications with Public Works Department line staff
addressing department goals, work plans, and general “current event” information.
Many of the Public Works line staff interviewed during this study expressed a feeling of being
―out of the loop‖ when it came to understanding departmental goals, work plans, and general
information about events and activities within Village government. Some spoke of prior interoffice newsletters that would help keep them up-to-date. Others felt some Superintendents kept
them fairly well informed; however, there was a general desire for improved departmental
communication in the organization. Intradepartmental communications is a great way to improve
rank-and-file understanding of departmental goals and outcomes as well as providing an
opportunity for two-way communication with employees. This can go a long way to help
improve morale and get everyone working for a common objective.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Establish a regularly occurring method to keep line staff better informed. Inter-office
newsletters, emails, intranet communications, and quarterly or semi-annual
departmental meetings offer an opportunity to communicate department-wide.

Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #13: Establish Regular Public Works Department Management
Meetings to better coordinate work between the divisions, update Superintendents on
news and timely priorities, monitor work plan progress, and evaluate departmental
performance metrics.
One challenge within any organization is keeping key leaders well informed and providing a
platform for sharing information. This is especially true in smaller organizations where sharing
of resources across divisions is a regular and necessary occurrence. During the course of the
study, there was a consistent theme for a need of better communication in the Public Works
Department. The current interim Public Works Director recently instituted regularly scheduled
staff meetings with the various division Superintendents. Feedback from the Public Works
Director and members of Public Works team has been positive. The study team would
recommend that these or some other form regularly scheduled departmental meetings continue.
These meetings need not be long drawn-out affairs but rather a forum to regularly share
information and help coordinate department activities.
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Implementation Strategy:
1. Establish and implement regularly occurring Public Works department staff meetings
with the department’s management team similar to the meeting format implemented by
the interim Public Works Director.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #14: Develop Comprehensive Snow Removal and Ice Control Policies
and Procedures
There are few services provided by local governments (in winter climates) that impacts people’s
lives more than a community’s snow and ice control program. The benefits from a successful
snow and ice control program are many. A well-designed and executed snow and ice control
program is important on many fronts. Public safety, commuter conveniences as well as
commerce and business benefit when roads are cleared and people can travel unencumbered
throughout the community. During our survey, we received a range of comments regarding the
planning and execution of the Village’s snow and ice removal program. Some comments were
positive while many offered critical insight and suggestions for improving the programs
performance. The department uses a series of snow removal route maps that help direct plow
truck drivers. The Department responds to Police Department calls and residents’ complaints on
a case by case basis. The general consensus from our interviews was that Department ―gets
the job done‖ but it is often an unorganized during the process. We noted that the Department
lacks a Snow and Ice Control Plan that would provide policies, procedures, and directives for
the execution during a snow and ice event. Concerns about the efficiency and performance of
third-party snow removal contractors were also raised. Several suggested that the Village needs
to better communicate Villages plowing standards with the public i.e. Differentiating state and
county routes from Village maintenance responsibilities.
The study team recognizes that the Public Works Department had routinely participated in the
local American Public Works Association’s snowplow rodeo. The rodeo pits metropolitan
municipal snowplow crews in a daylong plowing competition testing plowing skills and driving
agilities. This is a great training event for plow truck drivers. The concerns rose about the
Village’s snow removal program primarily focused on scheduling, routing, and managing
contractors, rather than plow training for Public Works employees. As with other public works
functions, the department should adopt specific policies and procedures for their snow and ice
control program. The policy’s should identify performance standards and expectations i.e. ‖all
arterial roads shall be plowed curb to curb within one hour after 2 inch snowfall‖ or ―school
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routes and emergency vehicle routes received top priority plowing‖. Procedures should set forth
specific methods to be used when conducting snow and ice removal program i.e. ―calcium
chloride or brine shall be added to salt when temperatures drop below a certain point‖ or
―intersection cleanup and shoulder widening to be completed after all roads are plowed full
width‖. Plow route maps with vehicle route assignments and driver schedules are also
important. Roselle, like most communities utilize various members of the department regardless
of division assignment to assist during snow and ice control emergency’s. Scheduling these
assignments in advance attempting to anticipate workloads demands will be helpful prior to
event occurrences. Some communities go so far as to perform ‖practice runs‖ in late fall where
routes are checked for hazards and system coverage. Organizations such as the American
Public Works Associations (APWA) offer in-depth research and information on snow and ice
control. APWA would be an excellent resource to use when developing snow and ice control
policy and procedure.
The use of third-party contract snow removal equipment and operators can be a convenient and
cost-effective method of supplementing Village operations. To assure contract compliance
however, the Village needs to review and monitor contractor performance during storm events.
The Village shares several common transportation routes with adjacent communities. One route
in particular brings traffic through several communities to the Lake Park High School campus.
Inconsistencies with snow removal activities along this route were identified during our
interviews. Once established as a priority route, the roads leading to Lakewood Park high
school could receive first-order attention by all communities.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop, adopt, and implement a set of comprehensive snow removal policies and
procedures.
2. Develop procedures for verifying contract performance of third-party snow removal
contractors.
3. Coordinate snow removal activities in major priority routes with adjacent communities.
Consider service agreements and route sharing where appropriate to improve snow and
ice control efficiencies along these priority routes.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________
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Recommendation #15: Conduct regularly scheduled Performance Evaluations of the
Public Works Department management team.
The study team learned that the Superintendents had not had their annual performance
evaluations for some time during the course of our interviews. Performance reviews are an
important management tool to judge individual performance and provide critical feedback for the
employee.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Conduct regularly scheduled performance evaluation of Public Works division
Superintendents and administrative secretary.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #16: Improve Communications with Other Departments (i.e. Police and
Fire).
Several interviewees noted communications between the Police and Fire Departments and the
Public Works Department needs improving. Better communications of department work plans
and seasonal scheduling to other departments would be beneficial.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop and keep active and open lines of communications with other departments.
2. Share work plans and seasonal scheduling to provide better coordination with other
department’s needs.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #17: Formalize Bidding and Service Authorization request policy.
The Public Works Department should coordinate with Village administration in establishing a
formalized bidding and service authorization request policies in addition to the Village’s
purchasing policies and regulations. During our interviews several examples of inconsistent
policy enforcement were raised.
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Implementation Strategy:
1. Review existing purchasing policies and regulations to assure compliance
2. Further develop guidelines that would help regulate and standardize Public Works
bidding and work authorization procedures including appropriate checks and balances
between Public Works and finance department

Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #18: Develop succession plan for key Public Works Department
personnel.
The Village has many long-tenured employees working in key positions in the Public Works
Department. Some of these individuals are, or will soon be, eligible for retirement benefits. The
Village should explore an assessment of these key positions along with the potential for
mentoring and internal promotion opportunities.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop succession plan for key Public Works Department personnel.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #19: Consider Revisions to Rotating Call Out Schedule process.
During the interview process, several individuals expressed frustration with the Village’s current
rotating call out schedule process for public works after-hour work requests during our
interviews. The study team acknowledges that this procedure may be subject to collective
bargaining requirements. However, both Public Works Department staff and individuals from
other departments identified problems with the rotating schedule where certain individuals on
the schedule for call out may or may not be qualified to make a determination and how best to
proceed with the work assignments resulting in working efficiencies and additional personnel
call outs and overtime.
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Implementation Strategy:
1. Explore opportunities to revise the rotating call out schedule to have appropriate
responders available for a given call out.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________

Recommendation #20: Improve reporting of Code Enforcement activities
As noted in the external interviews, the Village would benefit from monthly summary reports of
code enforcement activities in the community. The level of code enforcement effort has been a
major issue of Village Board concern over the last several years. For instance, in order to
increase enforcement effectiveness the Board authorized hiring an additional part-time inspector
in the spring of 2013. Additionally, the Police Department’s Community Service Officers have
also the cross training and cross-assisted with code enforcement. This summary information
would help the Village better track code enforcement activity and provide the Administration and
Village Board contemporaneous performance data on the performance of the program.
Implementation Strategy:
The use of automation technology in the form of a permit/inspection software program (address
in Recommendation #9 and #10, would help the Community Development Department staff
track the various aspects of the code enforcement program. These programs can provide
valuable management tools as well as producing reports. Typically these programs can include
case management tools that capture case information, inspection history, violated ordinances,
issuance of necessary correspondence (i.e. letters or citations), fees and payments, system
tracking mechanisms that track all people involved with a complaint, as well as detailed contact
data for each individual, and File Attachment component that attaches files to a complaint to
document the issue/history. Some systems also offer integration with mapping and GIS
applications providing a graphic community wide ―mapped‖ assessment of code enforcement
activities. Until these systems are in place, we would recommend that staff records pertinent
code enforcement data on a simple spreadsheet that will assist in the preparation of
management reports on program performance.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________
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Recommendation #21: Develop in-house staff with Certified Floodplain Manager (C.F.M.)
certification
Having a C.F.M on staff at the Village would provide numerous benefits for the Village. This is
routine work requested when new developments are evaluated. A CFM brings the following
benefits:






Floodplain mapping,
"The requirements and standards of the National Flood Insurance Program,
"The requirements and standards of their state floodplain management programs, and
"The administrative procedures needed to make floodplain management work at the
community level.
May help lower flood insurance premiums in the Village

A certified floodplain manager has to pass a certification test in order to become certified.
Any person involved with, or interested in, the management of Illinois’ floodplains, wetlands, and
watersheds is eligible for professional certification. To be certified as a CFM, a person must
complete the following prerequisites:









Possess a high school diploma or equivalent;
Submit a completed application;
Agree to abide the program’s rules and procedures;
Submit a statement by a reference that verifies the experience requirement;
Sign the Code of Professional Conduct;
Pay the appropriate certification fee; and
Pass the certification exam.

Implementation Strategy:
1. Develop in-house staff capabilities for a CFM designation. This could be criteria for the
Village’s Civil Engineer, Engineering Technician, or the new Public Works Director.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step: ___________________________________
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Recommendation #22: Develop a Public Works Performance- Based Management system
―Unless you are keeping score, it is difficult to know whether you are winning or losing. This
applies to ball games, card games, and no less to government…”17
Performance measurement (or ―management‖—the terms are used interchangeably) is a means
of evaluating how well services are performed and delivered. It involves regular and continuous
data collection and reporting on selected services or programs. Performance measures are
generally reported as numeric indicators. Such indicators tell what was accomplished and at
what cost, what citizens receive for their tax dollars (or fees), and how well the services were
performed. They can also be used to quantify department and worker productivity. Many
contemporary Public Works Departments are pursuing some form of Performance- Based
management, measuring productivity and outcomes of the various Public Works functions.
In fact, the Village is already collecting measurement data that can be used in developing a
more formalized system. For instance, Fleet Division generates vehicle repair records and the
Water and Wastewater Divisions collect treatment and flow data. Initiating a PerformanceBased Management system is no small undertaking but the long-term management benefits are
quite valuable.
Cities can measure virtually any public works service. Here are some examples of Public Works
measurements:

1. The number of citizen complaints associated with garbage collection;
2. The number of brush (and/or leaves) pickups per day (week, month, year);
3. Cubic yards or tons of brush (and/or leaves) collected;
4. Cost per household for brush (leaves) collection;
5. The number of citizen complaints associated with brush (leaves) collection;
6. The miles of street resurfaced;
7. The cost per mile of streets resurfaced;
8. The number of potholes repaired;
9. The number of citizen complaints associated with potholes;
10. The number of culverts cleaned;
11. Cost per culvert cleaned;
12. Miles of right of way mowed;
13. Cost per mile of right of way mowed;

17

Harry Hatry, Public Administration Review January/February 1978, page 28
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The process of establishing a Public Works Performance- Based Management system is
involved and goes beyond the scope on this study. However, we have enclosed under separate
over, an informative article from the Tennessee Municipal League18. This report provides a good
overview of the Public Works Performance- Based Management process.
Implementation Strategy:
1. Begin by developing a plan to approach a Public Works Performance- Based Management
system. Start with simple easy to measure of services. This process does take work. However,
enhanced automated record keeping can reduce some of the data collection while providing
dedicated administrative resources is a necessity.
Priority ranking: _______________________________
Next Step:____________________________________

18

Primer on Performance Measurement, April 7, 2007, Sharon Rollins P.E., Manager Technical Consulting, MTAS
Municipal Technical Advisory Service The University of Tennessee and Tennessee Municipal League
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APENDIX A
INTERNAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Interview Questions
(Public Works)

Department: ______________________________________

Date: ___________

Division: __________________________________________
Position: __________________________________________
Reports to: ________________________________________

1. Structure
a. Does the organizational structure of the department / division facilitate service delivery?
b. Is there any apparent inefficiency in the organizational structure?
2. Management
a. Are there clear, well-documented policies and procedures to guide work activities?
b. Are department / divisional performance expectations clearly communicated?
c. Do supervisors allow employees to make appropriate decisions about completing work?
d. Are all of the Public Works divisions held to the same performance standards?
e. Do you feel management provides sufficient support of the department / division?
f.

Are work related questions answered in a timely fashion allowing work to progress efficiently?

g. Do the department / division regularly rely on outside agencies or consultants for direction?
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3. Planning and Goal setting
a. Do the department / division have a strategic plan?
b. Are Goals and Objectives established for the department / division?
a. Does the department / division have an annual work plan?
b. Does the department / division have a multi-year work plans?
c. Are these plans communicated adequately?
d. Are these plans reviewed regularly for compliance?
e. Are Goals and Plans communicated beyond the department / division?
4. Quality of Services
a. Does the department / division operate efficiently?
b. Does the department / division provide HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW levels of services to the residents?
c. Do all of the employees of the department / division take pride in their work?
d. Are all of the employees the department / division dedicated to meeting customer needs?
e. Does the culture of the department / division focus on customer service?
f.

Does the department / division outsource the appropriate type of work?
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5. Communications
a. Is there sufficient feedback from management to know if you are doing a good job?
b. Does management provide necessary information to you in a timely fashion?
c. Are department / divisional goals and objectives clearly communicated to employees?
d. Are all employees informed of important issues in a timely fashion?
e. Do supervisors provide clear and concise directions?
f.

Are department / division employees informed of broader policy maker actions and decisions?

g. How would you rate internal communications?
6. Coordination
a. Do the department divisions work well with each other?
b. Are work activities and programs coordinated across department divisions?
c. Does the department work well and coordinate with other Village departments i.e. Police / Fire?
d. Are there instances of redundant work / missed work due to coordination issues?
e. Is there sufficient coordination with outside agencies?
7. Workload - Staffing
a. Are there a sufficient number of employees to complete the department / division’s work?
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b. Are certain tasks not being performed due to staffing constraints?
What are these?
c. Does the department / division receive the administrative support it needs to accomplish its goals
and objectives?
d. Are there an appropriate number of managers and supervisors in the department / division?
e. Does the department / division often work in “crisis mode” due to inadequate staff resources?
f.

Are workloads evenly balanced among members of department / division?

g. Does the staff of the department / division work as a “team” to deliver services?

8. Work Environment
a. Do you feel that you are valued as a member of the department / division?
b. Is the department / division fully utilizing all of your knowledge and skills?
c. Is your job fulfilling professionally?
d. Do you feel that you are a valued member of the department / division?
e. Is safety a priority in the department / division work environment?
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9. Tools, Equipment, Technology and Safety
a. Does the department / division provided the tools and equipment needed to accomplish assigned
work?
b. Are department / division vehicles serviceable and capable of performing required work?
c. Are there sufficient safety devices and apparatus for the work assignments?
d. Does the department / division deploy technology to assist work activities? If so, what are these
technologies?
e. Does the department / division utilize software programs to assist work activities? If so, what are
these programs and who used them?
10. Training
a. Does the department / division provide training for employees? What type of training is provided?
b. Is the training sufficient in both content and frequency to improve the quality of work and
efficiency?
c. Are safety-training programs provided? If so, what is covered, who attends, and how frequently is
this training provided?
d. Do opportunities exist in the department / division for career advancement?
e. In the past year have you had adequate training to develop your skills
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11. Strengths and Weakness

a. What are the three greatest strengths of the Roselle Public Works Department / division?

1.

2
.
3.
.
b. What are the three greatest strengths of the Roselle Public Works Department / division?

1.

2.

3.
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APENDIX B
EXTERNAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Interview Questions Elected Officials & Community Stakeholders
Public Works & Inspectional Services

A. Public Works Department
(Please rate the following functions on a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being poor, 10 being excellent)

1. Roadway maintenance program – how well does the department maintain local streets, (patching,
repairs, replacement, MFT etc.)?
Rating: ____________
2. Snow Removal Operations – how well does the department respond to snow and ice storms
(responsiveness, timeliness, quality of work during snow removal operations)?
Rating: ____________
3. Building and Grounds Maintenance – how well does the department maintain all Village owned
buildings and grounds (landscaping, routine cleaning, mechanicals etc.)?
Rating: ___________
4. Parkway / Roadside maintenance – how well does the department maintain parkways and roadside
area along Village streets including mowing, landscape features, signs etc.?
Rating: ___________
5. Water and Wastewater Utilities – how well does the department operate and maintain the water and
wastewater systems, including and regulatory requirements, citizen request, water main breaks, sewer
backups etc.?.
Rating: ___________
6. Fleet Maintenance – how well does the department maintain the Villages equipment fleet including
Public Works vehicles, fire, and police?
Rating: ___________

7. Overall Responsiveness – how well does the department respond to residents, elected officials and
other stake holders in the community?
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Rating: ___________
8. Strengths and Weakness
c. What are the three greatest strengths of Roselle’s Public Works Department?
1.
2
3.
d. What are the three greatest weaknesses of Roselle’s Public Works Department?
1.
2.
3.

B. Code Enforcement and Plan Review Services
(Please rate the following functions on a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being poor, 10 being excellent)

1. Code Inspection and Enforcement – how well does the department manage its code inspection and
enforcement including building and grounds maintenance, public safety and other Village code
applications (consistency, evenhandedness, code adherence etc.)?
Rating: ___________
2. Building Plan reviews – how well does the department review, process and inspect new
construction and remodeling projects?
Rating: ___________
3. Engineering reviews – how well does the department review, process and inspect engineering
aspects of projects in the Village (site, drainage, flood control, etc.)?
Rating: ___________
4. Fire Marshal - Fire Prevention Inspections – how well does the department conduct fire prevention
and life safety inspections within the Village (accuracy, consistency, frequency, compliance rate
etc.)?
Rating: ___________
5. Overall Responsiveness and timeliness – how well does the department respond to residents,
elected officials, builders, developers and other stake holders in the community?
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Rating: ___________
6. Overall attention to detail and accuracy – does the department provide sufficient detail, accuracy of
reviews and inspection, fairness etc.
Rating: ___________
7. Strengths and Weakness
a. What are the three greatest strengths of Roselle’s Plan Review Services & Code Enforcement
1.
2
3.
b. What are the three greatest weaknesses of Roselle’s Plan Review Services & Code Enforcement
1.
2.
3.
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APENDIX C
HR GREEN PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE DELIVERY
SURVEY
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Public Works Services Survey
The following questions address tasks provided by the Village’s Public Works Department. If a
private contractor or other agency provides a task for the Village please check □Con box and
elaborate in Contract Services section of the survey.
Street Maintenance
Surface Maintenance
1. Crack sealing
2. Shoulder stone
3. Pavement Surface cleaning (sweeping, flushing)
4. Debris Removal
5. Curb - Island and Barrier Maintenance (minor)
6. Pothole patching (Hot or cold mix)
7. Pavement - remove and replace (HMA)
8. Pavement - remove and replace (Concrete)
9. Granular surface maintenance
10. Seal coating
11. Asphalt Overlays

☐ Yes ☒ Con ☒ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☐ Con ☒ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No

Drainage Maintenance
1. Catch basin cleaning
2. Ditch Maintenance (minor)

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

3. Inlet and manhole maintenance (minor)
4. Pipe cleaning (rodding – jetting)
5. Pipe – basin repair

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Winter Maintenance
1. Roadway snow removal
2. Winter abrasive and chemical snow and ice control
a. Application of sand or other abrasive
b. Application of salt or salt/sand
c. Application of calcium
d. Application of salt brine
e. Application other deicers – beet juice etc.
3. Highway condition reporting
4. Public Safety Emergency Response
5. Sidewalk snow and ice removal
6. Snow removal vehicle GPS / AVL system
7. Snow – ice control for other agencies

☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
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8. Subscribe to weather reporting service

☐ Yes ☐ Con ☒ No

Roadside Maintenance
1. Roadside vegetation control (parkway mowing)
2. Litter collection and graffiti removal
3. Streetscape tree - planting maintenance
4. Streetscape special features maintenance
5. Tree/Storm damage removal

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No

Traffic Maintenance
1. Sign system maintenance (damage / replacement)
2. Pavement striping and markings
3. Traffic signal maintenance
4. Emergency preemptor maintenance

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No

Emergency Maintenance
1. Flood control and washout response
2. Roadway incident and vandalism response
3. Disasters response (i.e., tornadoes, wind, fire, spills etc.)

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Street Light Maintenance
1. Re-Iamping (burnouts, scheduled maintenance)
2. Photocell replacement
3. Pole maintenance
4. Fixture repair – ballasts, wiring etc.
5. Underground wire maintenance

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No

Grounds Maintenance
1. Lawn mowing
2. Grass trimming
3. Power blow walks
4. Pruning beds
5. Mulching beds
6. Edging walks
7. Edging beds
8. Tree pruning
9. Shrub pruning
10. Turf aeration
11. Chemical program (fertilizers - herbicides)
12. Spring cleanup
13. Leaf collection
14. Trash - debris pickup and policing

☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☒ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☒ No
☐ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
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Building Maintenance
Interior Maintenance
1. Floor sweeping
2. Floor scrubbing
3. Floor polishing - waxing
4. Floor mopping (special weather)
5. Vacuum carpeted area and rugs
6. Dusting - desks, furniture, fixtures
7. High dusting - blinds, trim, moldings etc.
8. Trash can empty and disposal
9. Wastepaper basket empty and disposal
10. Recycled paper basket empty and disposal
11. Washroom cleaning and supply maintenance
12. Break room - kitchen cleaning and supply maintenance
13. Window washing
14. Interior security & area lighting (re-Iamping)
Exterior Maintenance
1. Snow removal - deicing common area and walks
2. Snow removal - deicing parking lots - drives
3. Exterior security & area lighting (re-Iamping)

☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Fleet Services
1. Scheduled service (oil change, lubrication)
2. Transmission repair
3. Engine repair - rebuild
4. Body work, painting
5. Hydraulics
6. Brake system maintenance
7. Diagnostics -analyzers
7. Electrical
8. Light bars, radios
9. Small engine repair (mowers, pumps etc.)
10. Fleet fueling system management
11. Specialty apparatus (pumpers, excavators, packers)
12. Routine regular wash / clean
13. Vehicle fabrication (component build)
14. Internal billing

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Water
Distribution
1. Hydrant / valve repair
2. Water main break repair
3. Pump station maintenance
4. SCADA

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
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5. Chemical addition
6. Electrical maintenance (motor controls)
7. Tank maintenance
8. Altitude valves / pressure zones
9. Backflow inspection
10. Hydrant flushing
11. Annual water quality report
12. IEPA monthly reports
13. Water main replacement (maintenance)
14. Boil orders / public notifications
15. Meter reading
16. Meter testing
17. Meter installations
18. Service line inspections
19. Water testing (chlorine/ fluoride etc.)
20. Customer meetings

☐ Yes ☐ Con ☒ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☐ Con ☒ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☐ Yes ☐ Con ☒ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Waste Water
Collection
1. Lift station maintenance
2. Electrical maintenance (motor controls)
3. Pump / equipment repair
4. SCADA
5. Sewer cleaning (jetting / rodding)
6. Sewer pipe repairs (replacement, grouting)
7. Sewer televising
8. Sewer service line repair
9. I and I testing (smoke testing/ manhole inspection etc.)
10. Manhole repairs
11. Sewer service line inspections
12. IEPA monthly reports

☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☒ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No
☒ Yes ☐ Con ☐ No

Miscellaneous Services
1. Special Event preparations
☒ Yes ☐ No
Explain: The Village provides set up, tear down and clean up for the Rose Parade, Run for the Roses, and
Taste of Roselle. We also provide commuter parking lot sweeping and signage placement for Rosefest
(Lions Carnival). Copies of the checklist for a couple of these events will be placed in the Forms
directory.
We deliver and pick up barricades to residents for block parties.
We provide barricades and check lighting requirements for Cruise Night.
We also provide barricades, etc. for Farmer’s Market.
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2. Delivery service “running for others”:
☒ Yes ☐ No
Explain: Public Works picks up and delivers the water bills to the Post Office for the Finance Department.
3. Event set up for meetings
Explain: Public Works changes the lettering on the Community Event sign weekly.

☒ Yes ☐ No

4. Services for other Agencies
☒ Yes ☐ No
Explain: The Roselle Public Library piggybacks on the Village’s snowplowing bid document. The School
District piggybacks on the Village’s snow shoveling of sidewalks. The Village maintains a portion of some
of the Roselle Park District parks because they serve detention areas (our contractor mows and picks up
debris). We also maintain some of the water fountains in the park district’s parks as part of an IGA.
In the past the Village and Bloomingdale Township exchanged snow plowing areas to avoid overlapping
territories. We have also worked together on street projects.
Other Tasks
Please list below any additional tasks provided by Public Works employees
1- Shared-cost sidewalk replacement and 2- street light service requests.
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